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Circle the things that can be found in your
environment.
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To do

.
Bring a baby picture of yourself. Your
teacher will use it. Look at the picture.
How have you changed? Make a list.
Does everyone change? Look at the other
baby pictures. Can you tell who they are?
Try it.

Do more
.

.

do more

.
.
Thumbprints do not change. Make thumbprints. Study them. Use your prints to
make pictures.
List other ways you have not changed.
The environment changes. How do these
changes affect you? Make a collage. Show
changes in the environment.
Go outside and find something that is
changing. Show a friend.
Is change good?

What now?
Your teacher has a list. 'Aich things

change? Which do not? FM out the chart.
10
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CHANGE

Study this list. Decide which things
change. Decide which do not. Put each thing
in the right column.
Height
Hair color
Number of fingers

Eye color
Weight
Hair length Thumbprints
Clothes you wear

Don't Change
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-1:Lsue paper shapes. ,:.ake a collage.

,aKe a moi Ic. Use objects with different

shoes.
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!ow are shapes used in buildings?
1ha
silapes are used in nature:
Vake a collection. Colle?t objects with
different shapes. Display them. Group
them. 'Jlich are natural? Which are man-

madeL,
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What now?
Look for shapes in your environment.
,..7ind each shaoe once. Lake a record.
.
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H indfoid a friend. Take him on a
walk. j,tay in the classroom.
,]o outdoors.
c7,ke rubbings of different
-t:extures.

Hoy: many can you find?

Joilect natural objects. ,ake a collage
m-ch them.
i ye
it a title.
an-f-lade objects. How do they feel?

iGscribe the.
vake a.touch book. Put a different texture on each page. Label each texture.
'ay are textures important?

What now?
Your teacher has a list of words. ',:hich
-

ones oescrio,.3.
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Go on an odor hunt. Pick a place that has
lots of odors. Pecord all the things you
smelled.
Draw a picture of one thing you smelled.
i-:ut
it on the board. Pick a word that describes the smell. Add it to the board.
Learn 5 smell words.

Do more

do more

.
.
a picture of one thing that smells.
Jr,ing it to class. Do you like the smell
Tall the class.
Have an odor hunt. Stay inside. Blindfold
everyone.
Sit in a circle. Bring an
object to the circle. Can they guess what
it

.

i,Y?

Jo you use your sense of smell? How?
3o anft.als use their sense of smell? How?
hat animals use smell in a special way?

What now?
Take a bag from your tea,cher. Describe
the object in the bag. Use only smell words.
17

To do

.
Soundzs are all around you. They are part
of Jour environment. Go on a sound hike.
Listen for 60 seconds.
Think of one sound
you.heard. Draw a picture. Show what made
the scund.

Do more

do more

.
.
filat sounds help people? How?

Are some sounds nice to hear? Name some.
kihat sounds bother you? Make a collage
about these.
Listen again. Do you hear natural sounds?
Do you hear man-made sounds?
ake a tape-recording of sounds. Stay in
one place. vlay it for your friends. Can
they guess where you recorded it?
That is your favorite sound? Write a poem
about it.

What now?
Tell about one sound you heard. What
raide the sound? Where did you hear it?.Was
it !oud or soft? Did you like it?
19

To do
What is noise? Do you like it
Is it good
for you?
Survey your home or school. Record all
the noise.-producars. How do they affect
people? What can be done about noise? How
can you help?

Do more

do more

.
II
Draw a cartoon. Show how noise might

,Y

ill

bother someone.
Some noises can cause hearing damage.
Some people hear a lot of noise in their
jobs Make a li'st of these jobs.
How are people protected from noise? Try
to find out.
Be a noi.se-detective. Use a tape recorder.
Record the noises in your classroom.
Identify the "noise-producers."
Can you lower the noise in your room?
Write a poem. Tell how you feel about
noise.

What now?
Make a class list. List ways to reduce
noise. Try' some of the ideas. Does it help?

"'

22
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10

What makes you 'nappy? Find a picture of

one thinge ay does it make you happy? Tel
class.
Firi:J something that makes you-sad. Why
does it (iake you sad? Tell,someone.
th

Do more
.

.

do more

.
. .
How do you feel when 'you see:
rain?
fire?
litter?
a dead animal?
Act out or write about:
...Mat makes a hungry animal happy?
lhat makes a thirsty animal happy?
Jhat things do animals need?
aat do plants need? H6w'are you like
plants? How are you like other animals?
Try to make someone happy. How did you
do it? Tell the class.

:What now?
.:inish this sentence:

For me, happiness is

23
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poern on the front. LIsten -co
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'..

Do you like the tune?

Do you :1Ae L:it;
7

do the

words cin?

Are you too busy to see beauty? Do you
know someone else wL-io

o more

is?

,

o
more
-!ow do marigolds help the environment?

io you like them?
lant marft,olds. Do insects like them?
could you use marigolds?

,

,:l27::- ,77,
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_ake weed H-int3. Are t:-Iey beautiful?
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i-:;ore beautiful.

hat now?
Notice something beautiful that you see
everyclay. Tell a Triend about it.
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subject or title.
explains the title.
w ords
shows action.
words
completes line 3 or
adds a further thought.
w ord
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13

Find the nye people you talk to most.
You interact with these people. Give each
one a piece of string. Have each student do
the same. Look at the pattern. Row do the
students interact?

Do more

.

do more

.
Ue a stamp pad and paper. Find the
people you depend upan. Collect their
thumbprints. List why you need each one.
Use another piece of paper.,ao depends*
u pon you? Collect their thumbprints. List
_

_

w hy they need you.
.

Are some people on both pieces of paper?
You and these people are interdplenAent,
You need each other.
Look around you. Pick one thing. What
does it depend on? What depends on it?
Make a list or drawings.

What now?
What (or whom )

Make a drawing.

do you interact with?

30

To do

14
.
Go outside. :it quietly. What things do
you see interacting (wind
trees
bee
flower)? Make a list. Why is interaction
important?

Do more

.

do more

. .
Collect an antis nest. Put it in a jar.
Observe the ants. How do they interact?
Read "A Different Language". How do the
animals in the story interact?
You interact with many things. Make a
list. nat do you interact with in one
hour?

Hants and animals interact. Prove this
to a friend.
How are interaction and interdependence
alike? How are they different?

What now?
Make a collage. Show 5 ways you interact
with your environment.

V

A DIFFERENT LANGUAGE

Do you like picnics? Who eats the
.most? Do the ants eat more than
you? How do ants find food? Maybe
one ant says, "Hey, Joe,.the food's
over here!" Maybe the ants just
see the food.
ow-

.

-

P

V.

Ants can't see very well. They can't
talk either. They have long feelers. They
are called antennae. Ants use them like we
use our noses. When ants find food, they
signal. They touch their bodies to the
ground. This leaves a trail. The trail is
made by a special chemical. It comes from
the ant's body. The trail leads to the
food. It leads back to the nest. Other ants
smell the chemical. They rush out of the
nest. They follow the trail to the food.
When two ants meet, they sometimes stop.
They tap each other with their antennae.
They are trading smell signals. This helps
them to know ants from their own colony.
Some animals use sound. Baby chicks
signal their mothers. They can signal if
they are lost. They also signal if they
are cold or hungry. They seem to be saying,
"Cheep, cheep." This may mean, "1 am cold."
31

14-2
3irds al3o use sound. Why do birds sing?
Sometimes the song is a signal. Some songs
are warnings. A male bird claims a piece of
ground in the spring. This is his territory.
He warns other males to stay away. He sings
to females, too. He tries to attract them.
Birds use colors to signal. Males are
usually brightly-colored. Females are not.
This helps the birds. They can tell males
from females. This helps them find mates.
Monkeys have territories, too. Someone
may come into their territory. They roar
and howl. The forest rings with sound. Each
clan signals the others. A roar prepares
the other groups for danger.
Anima! language is important. It helps
animals find food. It signals danger. It
helps them stay away from danger. It helps
them find mates. It helps them raise their
young.

-Nature and Science,
Vol. 5, No. 9,
January 1968, pp.5-7.
34
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Vocabulary
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

sictnal: movement or sound that has
special meaning
chemical: a special substance, like
water, sugar
colony: a group like a family, tribe
territory: a piece of ground
attract: to pull 'toward, to make
something come
mates: "marriage" partners in nature
clan: small group, family

Questions-1. You drop your ice cream cone in the
grass. Later, ants are crawling all over
it. Why? Explain EXACTLY what happens.
2. Pretend you are an ant. How could you
tell if another ant was a friend?
3. Why do baby chicks go "cheep"?
4. A bird's song might be a warning.
Explain.
5. When do monkeys howl? Why?
6. What does animal languages do? Make
a -list.
35
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INTERACTION IN AN ANTHILL
How can you. study an anthill? How can
you see inside? How do you know what
happens?
Bring thL anthill to you. Make an
anthouse.

CollectiaLlaIs
Common brown ants can be found everywhere. Look in yards and empty lots. Look
for small piles of dirt. These are entrances to anthills. The hill may be several
inches deep. Work carefully. Dig up ants
and dirt. Put them in a large paper bag.
Close it tightly. You don't have to capture
all the ants. You do have to get the queen.
She is much larger than the others.

You will need:
2 panes of glass, 8" x 10"
a four foot strip of wood, i" wide
thick
and
36

14-5
a

a piece of wood at least 11" x 4"
(Could be the side of an orange
crate.)

2 pieces of cardboard the same size
as the glass
Sponge, about 1" x 1" x
2 small balls of absorbent cotton
1
roll of adhesive tape
Glue that will stick to wood and glass
A hammer and some long, thin nails
oPENINI65
FOR AIR AWI,

/1'2. 11.4cri
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Directions

TAPE

GLASS

Bx.to
IscHES

IN.

Cut the following strips
of wood:
1
strip 10" long

2 strips 7e long
1

strip 9" long

Lay one pane of glass on
the table.
Glue the strips
to it.
Use the picture as
your guide.
This is the
frame.
You cannot finish
it until you have the ants
and the dirt.
37

14-6
Make a stand. Use the 11" x.4" piece
of wood for the base. Cut 2 strips 5" long.
Cut 2 strips 2i' long.
Hold the other pane of glass in place
over the frame. Place .the wood strips on
their bottom edges. Place them in the
center, of the base. Mark the width. Nail
the strips in place as shown in the picture.
The anthouse should stand upright. It
should fit between the strips.
Go outdoors..Put in the*ants and dirt.
Lay the frame down flat. Put the glass side
down. Put the ants and dirt inside the
frame. Fill it a little more than halfway.
Place the sponge on top of the dirt.
Place it under one of the air holes in the
top. Quickly glue the other pane of glass
to the frame. Plug the air holes with
cotton. The ants cannot escape now. Let the
glue dry. Tape the edges of the "glass sandwich." Do not tape over the air holes.
Caring for Your Ants
1. Use an eyedropper for watering.

Soak the sponge at least once a week. The
dirt should be moist but not wet. Too much
water will drown the ants.
38

14-7
2. Feed the ants every few days. A
drop of honey or molasses will do. You can
use mashed apples or bananas. Ants do not
need much food. Do not over feed them.

.3. Keep the anthouse away from bright
sunlight or heat.

4. Ants like to work in the dark.
Cover the sides of the house with cardboard. You can try taping red cellophane
to the glass. This filters out the light.
You can watch the ants. You will not disturb them. Keep a magnifying glass handy.

39
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MOPEL HOUSE

Directions: Cut
along solid lines.

0
0

P-

O
-5

d

t-

0

Fold along dotted
lines. Match tabs
and slots.

1 TAB B

rA

0

3

*fira
,

iose your ayes. iod 6 a
things Inside the hoop.
you see. LiL;t the living

e,./

L

e

,.2;

L

,ytH
livino

re d

ore

a'dierent area. Toss your hoop
'CU your chart.

t,

-

c,

u

Compare your

C

'.^.)
;

i

I

1

;11

VOL;

environents different?
anything you would change?
.

th!rv),3

atec
L

in the hoop interacting?

vou

you are a snail. Draw a picture

;

now?
your hoo

......M.111111.1.1

on the siaewalk. FrAict

aat did you find?
\IOU

t_;
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16-1

Hula Hoop Toss
Data Card

Second Throw

First Throw
Living things

1

LiNing things

I

saw:

saw:

,

Non-living things
I

saw:

Non-living things
I

saw:

To do

17
.
green plant is a living thing. Look at
your picture. It is a plant. Color it. What
do green plants need? Add these things.
Hants do not always get what they need.
jlat happens then?
.

Do more

do more

.
6reen plants can:
take in food
make food
in water
die
.

.

.

.

take in air
give off air and
water
grow and change
move

make other
living things
like themselves
outdoors. Look for green plants. aat
are they doing? What things can you see?
ky are green plants important?
.

WVlIb

.

7

Why do you need plants? Write a story.
r;ead it to the class.

47
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A GREEN PLANT
s

49

17-2

Most gre(-)n plants have:

roots

stems

Some also have
Color
Color
Color
Color

the
the
the
the

I ea ves

flowers.

roots white.
stems green.
leaves green.
flowers red.

Give your green plant the things it needs:
Sunlight

Water

6,6

Plant Food
(Most plants get the food from the soil.
Color the soil brown.)
Air

(You d n't have to draw it;
there.)
50
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Seed Trave1ers1
t->

Seeds That Fly

'The maple seed has "wings."
They help it fly away.
Milkweed seeds have "parachutes" attached.
The dandelion seeds are
very light. The wind carries
them away.

§eeds That Float
Coconut seeds float. They
may travel hundreds of mil.es.

.

I.
I

1

Adapted from "How Seeds Get Around," Naturq and 5cience,
Oct. 14, 1968, p. 8 and "How Seeds Travel," Ranger Ricks
Nature Magazine, October 1967, p. 32:

.

18-2
Seeds That Hitchhike
Some seeds attach themselves
to animals. Animals carry them
to new places. Other seeds are
inside the fruit. Animals eat
the seeds.

Seeds That Are Shot
Witch haze! seed pods p6p
open. The seed may be shot over
10 feet.

Crimson clover seeds have
bristles. They open and close.
This makes the seeds creep
slowly along the ground.

Wild geranium plants shoot
capsules away from the seed.
The seed pods of vetch split
apart. They toss the seeds away.

54
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18-3

A MIGHTY SEED
There is a special seed. It can float
hundreds of miles. It can float for months.
It does rfot sink.

One day, the seed reaches land. It
bumps into the sandy shore. A special thing
happens. The seed sprouts. Soon another
tree has started.
Did you guess what the seed is? A
coconut! The coconut is really a seed. It
floats because it is hollow inside. The
outside is a hard shell. It is called the
husk. It protects the seed.
Coconuts are also used for food. They
grow high up in trees. In some countries,
monkeys pick the coconuts. Coconut milk is
bottled. The meat of the coconut is cut up.
The husk is made into many things.
Open a coconut. Taste the milk. Taste
the meat. What other parts can you find?

--Hoover, D.A., "The Se4faring Cocomut",

Ranger Rick's Nature Maquim.

ot)

18-4

1. ay doesn't the coconut sink?
2. What would happen if all the sandy
shores were paved?

Vocabulary
1. protect: keep safe

56

To do

19

.

Read the poem, "My Tree." Someone cared
about this tree.
Find a tree you see every day.
Get to
know it.
Observe the tree every day.
Keep
a record.

mom
Stand back. Look at your tree. Draw its

E)c)

more

.

do

.

shape

Look at the tree closely. Make a rubbing
o f the bark. Use a color you like.
Make a leaf print. Use a leaf from your
tree. Study the print. Can you see the
veins? the pores?
How old is your tree? See if you can find
o ut.

Many animals depend on trees. Your teache r will give you a puzzle. Put it together. See who needs the tree.

What now?
What did you find out about your tree?
Write a story or poem about your tree.
57

My Tree

This is my tree

My place to be done.

My branches for climbing.
=EL

My green leaves for hiding
My sunshine for reading .

My clouds for dreaming.

My shy sky for singing.

y my tree my beautiful tr

;;;:r.:

rtkz

12,7 !'.174--

tj;

These things need the tree.

Put the tree together.

Cut out the circles

.

Put them in the tree

59

.
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To do

.

20

Trees are important. They help the environment.
need trees.
Fick a hot day. Tako the temperature
under a large tree. Take it in the sun. Is
there a difference? Ay?

Do more

.

do more

.

Examine a leaf closely. Use a hand lens.
Look at the underside. 'nelt do you see?
Get a piece of wood. Sand it. Rub oil on
it. Look at the grain. Is it the same for
all woods?
Use your wood to make something.
Look,around you. Find things made of wood.
aat foods do we get from trees? Make a
collage.

What now?
Make a poster. Show some reasons we need

trees.

61
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-.

1
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To do

.

21

Litter is trash left on the ground. Your
teacher will give you a puzzle.
Look at
the picture. The boy has found some litter.
He wants to clean up the environment. Help
him. Find the way to the litter basket.

Do more

do more

.
. .
wrong with litter? What does it

What is'
do?
Make a litter bag. Color it. Take a walk
around the school. Pick up litter. Put it
in your litter bag.
What types of litter did you find? ao
put the litter there? Could any of the
litter have been used again?
Find a way to reuse some of the litter.
Where was lots of litter found? Try to
have a litter barrel placed there.

What now?
How can you reduce the litter on your
school grounds? Make a list. Try some of
your ideas. Report to the class.
63

I

This boy is trying to clean up his environment.21Help him find the way to the trash barrel.
,

21-2
DATA SHEET

OBSERVATIONS OF LITTER IN OUR ENVIRONMENT

Describe
The Litter

Where Did
You See It?

How Was The Litter
Harming The Environment?

What Did
You Do
About It?

To do

. .

Leaves are forever falling. Grass is
always growing. Do they reach the sky? Why
not?
Make a causi. Your teacher will help.
Record what goes in. l'redict what will
happen.

Do more

do more

.
Put a thermometer in the pile. Read it
every day. What happens?
Wait 4 days. Dig up a little. Can you see
any change?
Wait two weeks. Dig up the compost. What
has happened? Record what is left.
Does man-made litter disappear?
What causes decay? Why is decay good?
Try a compost at hcme. What things can
you add?
111

What now.
Look at your garbage. What things will
decay? What will not?
67

e
%

4

I
s

68

To do

.

23

Elcult maans "to use over." We throw

away many
Have a
matePials
ways? Who

Do

things. Some could be reused.
recycling fair. Show ways
can be reused. Who found the most
found the best way?

morla

.

do nnom

What does a recycling plant do? Find
out.
We put bottles and cans in the garbage.
The; are taken away. Where do they
go?
What happens to them?
Start a project. Reuse glass jars.
Collect
aluminum cans. Sell them. Use the
money.
Help the environment.
How many throw-aways does
your family
use? Keep a record. Try to cut down
the
number.
How does nature recycle things?

Make a present. Use something
you might
throw away. Add a message. List five
ways
to recycle things. Give it to
someone you
like.

69

02.

RECYCLING

What if you
never wore your c!othes twice?.
-threw your dirty clothes in a pile?
never washed dirty clothes?

You would look like the boy in the
picture. You would have no clean clothes.
There would be a pile of dirty clothes.
We do use our clothes over. There are
many things that we don't reuse. We don't
reuse:
71

newspapers
paper cups
plastic forks
glass jars
aluminum cans
We just throw them away! Someday we may be
like the boy. 'Ile may be left with just a
pile of garbage. Every day, the problem gets
bigger.
Most of the things we use are made from
natural resources. A tree is a natural resource. So is water. Some of these resources
can be'-replaced. New trees can be grown.
We must be careful not to use these faster
than nature can replace them. Other resources, like aluminum, cannot be replaced.
They are called non-renewable. We must be
careful to reuse these.
To recycli means to use over. Nature recycles materials. Water is used over and
over. So is food energy. Here are some
reasons recycling is good:
1. It conserves our natural resources.
2. It makes less garbage to get rid of.
3. It saves money.
You and your family can help. You can
conserve natural resources. Here are some
.

.
.

.
.

ideas:
72

23-3

1) Don't buy non-returnable containers
and bags. Use bottles with a deposit.
You can return them for your ,deposit.
It is cheaper this way, too. Tell
your mother to buy produce that has
not been wrapped. Don't pay for
something you will throw away.
2) Don't buy plastic containers. They
cannot be recycled. They don't decay. They just add to the garbage
pile. If you must buy plastic, try
to reuse it.
3) Try to use fewer paper products. Recycle paper products when possible.
4) Recycle all materials you can.
Aluminum, glass, and paper can be
recycled. Locate recycling centers
in your neighborhood. Recycling
saves natural resources. It also
reduces solid waste. It can make
money for you, too.
5) Find uses for materials you can't
recycle. Use cut-off containers for
storing toys and crayons. Use styrofoam for decorations. Plastic
dinnerware can be reused.
73

6) Make a compost pile. Use the orcianic
materials in your gaCoage. The compost makes a natural fertilizer.
You can use it on your lawn. Read
the activity card on composting.

23-5

Yog_Laitl=
1. reuse: use again
2. natural resources: raw materials found
in nature
3. non-renewable: cannot be replaced
4. renewable: can be replaced
5. conserves: saves
6. deposit: money you pay when you take
something and get back when
you return it
7. non-deposit bottles: bottles which have
no deposit (cannot
be returned)
8. recycling centers: a place where you
can return things
that can be recycled,
and get money for
them

9. reduces: makes less
10. compost oile: a pile where organic
materials decay and turn
into fertilizer
11. prganic: coming from living things, or
thing3 which were once alive
12. fertilizer: a substance which makes
plants grow better
75

23-6

1. Draw some things that you reuse.
2. Draw some things you do not reuse.
3. Can you think of any ways in which you
might reuse the things you usually don't
use again"
4. Why should we recycle the iron in cars?
5. Where did this paper come from? Will we
always have enough paper? Why?
6. Are returnable bottles better than nonreturnable loJttles? Why?
7. Why do you think so many people buy nonreturnable bottles?
8. What happens to napkins, tissues and
other paper products?
9. Can we prevent this? (keep it from
Why? What can we do?
happening)
10. Is plastic good? Why?
11. Why do you think plastic is used so
much?
12. If you had to talk somebody into bringing
thin;is to a recycling center, what would
you say?
13. Why are compost piles good?
14. Can everyone make compost piles? Explain.

23-7
RECYCL I NG PAPER SAVES Tf-?EE.S

z.

\

Scruenv, grld rol!cr2

press tAf. pulp into
paper.

1

aiR;MGLE
PAPEZ
'Irees ore cut for

paper.A 15-year old tt the poper plant,
the logs ore broken
tree will produce
3,600 grocery bogs. into pulp.

Printers and box
makers use thc parer
to make new prodIctFl.

Deinking paddles beat
the paper to pulp and
remove old ink, glue

The bogs

shipped
to the store where
you buy groceries.
o

and staples.

Ii

AEE

?APE
1,R3TE

ankftli

'PAP[:R

`O
The papcx is
.:Irepared for d
inking.

The bogs aro collected, sorted,and
taken to the paper
mill.

You take your groceries home in 1.1.7!oc

and save the bop
for recyclino.
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.1

11,LA

use

many ways. Look
und yur house. Make a list of the ways
Jse vater.
Ho
much water do you use in a month?
your parents.
rAm
does your water come from? Is
r:L.

cr:1

I

!

I

re

L Ldi

penty of water? Find out.

do more

e

a collage. Show all tie ways man
water.

happens to dirty water? Can it be
reused?
Hc.)
does nature clean water? Make a water
cycle. Follow the water drops.
Evaporation is part of the water cycle.
it helps cool things. Put a wet cloth on
your skin. Remove it. Blow on the spot.
7:hat happens? How does this help you?
Dogs have few sweat glands. How do they
keep cool? Watch them on a hot day.
r4n

at

?

...111..5.

How does water get to your house? How
is it used there? Can it be used again?
.d,ake a dra\N
3. Answer these questions.

24,- I
WATER CYCLE WHEEL
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1 0 do

a

Look around your school grounds. Look
for animal homes. (Don't overlook small
an;mais.) Record what you find.

o more do more
s

0

I

Why dO animals need homes? How do they
use their homes?
Make a model of an animal home.
Add the
natural environment. Put it around
the
home.

,

Read the story about the beaver. How is
its home special?
Read about other animal homes.
3u1 ld a home for an animal.
Observe the
home. Keep a record.
Nrite a story about your favorite animal.
Describe the animal's home.

What now?
You: teacher will give you a sheet.
'Match each animal with its home.

83

c

Draw a line from each animal

to its home.

25-2

THE BEAVER
The beaver is an eriaLalgil. He helps
prevent floods. He buildr3 dams and houses.

He makes his own water canals. His home may
have several rooms. It gives him she'cer
and food.
The beaver starts with a dam. He builds
it across a stream. He cuts down small trees.
His teeth are razor sharp. He piles the logs
across the stream. His front paws and broad,
flat tail help her3. The beaver piles mud
and sticks into the holes of the dam. Now
he has a pond where he can build a home.
The beavers' home is built in the
center of the pond. The beavers enter through
an underwater passage. The rooms are above
the water. Tiny holes let in fresh air.
The flocr is covered with wood shavings.
The beaver strips them -from small -11;22. The
shavings are used to keep the farily warm.
The beaver changes them often.
The beavers' house is made of sticks
and mud. The top has many layers. This makes
it strong. When the pond freezes, the beaver
is safe from predators. A large animal can
walk on the house without harming it.
85

25-3
The beaver is a yzletarilp. He usually
eats leaves and bark. The beaver stores food
for the winter. He makes a pile near his
house. His food is right in the pond with
him. He can even nibble on his house if he
has to.
--Goudey, Alice L., Here Com,
the Beavers, New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons.

25-4
Vocalopiara
1.

2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

who builds roads,
buldir 3, bridges, dams,
cana'F and other things
payent: keep
om hapening; stop
canals:
man-made streams
shelter:
a place to stay, like a house
twigs:
tiny branches on a tree
predators: animals which hunt other
animals for food
vegetarian:
someone who eats no meat,
only vegetables
nibble:
to take small bites of food
.eilia2.2.L:

oomeor

Questions for Thought
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

How is the beaver adapted for his life?
How does the beaver use wood shavings?
Jihy is the top of the ledge so strong?
What kind of food does the beaver eat?
How does the beaver keep from starving
during the winter?

37

To

26

An earthworm lives L the grouni. That
its house. Make a worm house. You will
need a jar. Fill the bottom with dark soil,
caJled humus.. Fill the top with sand. Cover,
w ith deaTTeaves. Add earthworms.
4lake your worm comfortable. Cover the jar
7

w ith dark paper.

o more

.

do more

II

Mtch the soil. What happens? Reep a
racord.
;:atch a worm as

.

it moves. (Use a magnifying glass.) How does it move?
:hat do ear±hworms need? Could you live
in an aarthworm's environment? How are
w,)ms aiapted to their environment?
:low does a worm eat? 'nat does it eat?
Vnat eats earthworms?
Preend you are an ear'.hworm. Write about
your life. RecOrd your story.
'ijiy are earthworms importrtt?

h t now?
Jraw a plot r;L Show ricw earthw)rms
h'';11;) the envi"vert.
88
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27-1

SOME INSECTS DO A LOT OF CHANGING

Fruit Flies
start
as eggs.

Theyhatch into
larvae.
Larvae
look
like worms.
They eat lots!
In the pupa stage
there is no moving.
- But there
is
a lot happening.

Finally the
adult comes out.
The adult will
mate and lay ggs.

Thorax

Insects have 3
body parts.

Abdomen

Head
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27-2
Look at tie six animal
ones that are insects.

below. Circle the

MOunignmina,.......0.4.11

A GOOD SURVIVOR
The cockroach ha been around a long time.
Jcientists thiilk cockroaches have been here
about 300 million years!
Today, there are over 300C kinds of cockroaches. ,:c.os-!: live in warm places.
Cockroaches started out in Africa. They
spread all over the world. They probably
traveled by ship.
Cockroaches like to live with people.
People don't like cockroaches. Withnut
thinking about it, people help cockroaches
survive_. They give them the food and warmth
they need.
Cockroaches eat many things. They like
wet food and garbage. They can eat wallpaper, glue or shoe polish. They can live a
month without food. They usually don't have
to. People leave them plenty to eat.
You may not see cockroaches around your
:louse. During the tlay they hide. They stay
in cracks and holes. At night, they come
out. They search for food. They use their
antennae to feel and smell.
It's hard to surprise cockroaches. They
can feel you coming. Little hairs on their
bod
are disturbed by any movement.
.

94

Cockroaches Joil food with their body
t:Jastes. They carry lerms. They spread
di6eases such ab polio and typhoid.
People try to get rid of roaches. They
spray pesticides. Some cockroaches are not
killed by the spray. Their young are not
killed either. Scientists are looking for
better ways to get rid of cockroaches.

--"POlic Pest Number
One," Lug!: Rick's

Nature Margre,
March 1972,
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27-5

Vocabula y

1. survive: stay aiive
2. antennae: feelers (It's one antenna;
.two antennae.)
3. disturbed: bothered
4. spoil: make bad, ruin.
5. germs: tiny plants and animals that
cause sicknesses
6. diseases: sicknesses,
7
pesticides; chemicals to kill insects
or other pests

1. How did cockroaches spread all over the
wor'd?

2. How do people help roaches without meaning to?
(HINT: What two things do they
need?)

3. When do cockroaches search for their
food?
4. Why are roaches dangerous?

5. Are roaches easy to kill? Why?
96
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firo
Birds live everywhere. Why would a bird
live in the city?
Read "City Birds." How have these .birds
changed? How has their environment changed?
Why do they like cities?

1

mom
Make a present for the birds. Make

Do

marl)

.

do

8

I

a bird
feeder. Hang it near your room. Watch for
visitors.
What birds live in your area? Keep a
record. How are they adapted to that
environment?
What birds do you see each month? Keep a
list. Do they change?
What is the most unusual bird you have
seen? Describe it.
Observe beaks and feet of birds. Are they
all alike? Draw pictures.

at now?
Pick out your favorite bird. Draw a
picture of it. Write a short report. Tell
what it eats. Describe its environment.

29-1

CITY BIRDS

Many birds live in the city. It is
their home. Thercan find, the things they
need there. Birds need food and a place
to nest.
STARLINGS
As cities grew,
forest birds left.
Insects multiplied.
They were a problem.
In 1890, people
brought Starlings to
New York City. The
birds came from
Europe. People brought
the birds to eat the
pests. Their plan
worked. One starling
family ate 14,000
insects in three weeks.
Starlings eat other kinds of food. You
can see them near garbage dumps. They
gather there in large groups.
Starlings roost on city buildings.
They gather there in flocks. They nest
under the eaves of buildings. They also
nest in drain gutters.
Do you think starlings are Adasit4
for city life9
101

29-2
PIGEON
If you live in the
city, you know what
a pigeon is. In fact,
some cities are trying to get rid of
pigeons. There are
too many pigeons.
They carry diseases.
Pigeons were
brought here by
colonists. As people
left the farms, so
did pigeons. They
made the buildings
their home. They
made the parks and
streets their
kitchen.

The pigeon's ancestors were called rock
doves. They built their nests in rocky
cliffs. They lived in Europe. Today, pigeons
nest on window ledges. Newer office buildings have fewer places for nests. Do you
think pigeons will survive?

102

29-3
r3PARQOS

You would probably
ca;1 this bird a sparrow.
It is really a Weaver
finch. They were brought
to North America in
1850. They came from
Europe.
Sparrows eat grain
dnd bread crumbs.
They also eat insects.
Do you think they
can find enough
food in the city?
The sparrow's
ancestors built
their nest in tree
holes. Where do
you think sparrows nest in the city? They
nest under the ..r.romm
eaves of buildings.

103

294
HERRING GULL

Have you ever
seen this bird? It
is a herring guli.
You can find these
birds near rivers.
They also live near
large bodies of
water.

Herring gulls
are scavengers
(SCAV-n-gerz).
Scavengers eat dead
things. Herring
gulls clear food
litter from beaches.
They flock near
garbage dumps.
Sometimes, herring gulls are called
pollution indicators. Can you guess why?
A gathering of gulls means pollution is
high. It may mean something has killed the
fish. It may mean garbage has been dumped
into the water.
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CHIMNEY SWIFTS
Chimney swifts
fly in a zig-zag
pattern. They feed
while flying. They
eat insects.- The
insects are attracted.

by city lights. The
lights help the
.swifts see the
insects.

The bird's
ancestors built
shelf-like nests.
They built them on
cave walls or inside
hollow trees. Today,
these birds make
their homes in chimneys. They "glue"
twigs to the chimney with saliva.
Jometimes, humans build out-of-season
fires. The heat loosens the nest. The birds
may end up in the fireplace.
Look around your community. Do you see
many chimneys? Do you think there are
Chimney swifts around?
105

29-6

NIGHTHWS
Nighthawks nest
in open fields or
on gra'vel.

In cities,

they nest on
rooftops.
At twilight, you
may see the -nighthawk. Listen for his
call

peent.

The nighthawk is
not really a hawk.
He catches insects.
He flies in the
evening sky.
Vocabulary
1. flock: large group, as a flock of sheep
2. eaves: part of the roof that sticks out
over the walls
3. adapted: suited for
4. ancestor: ones who came before, as
grandparents
5. survive: continue to live
6. scavengers: animals that ead dead thingo
7. attracted: drawn to

To do

30

How would you feel with nothing to do?
Take a piece of string. Cut it 50 inches
long. Make it into a circle. Sit inside it.
Do not talk or move for 5 minutes. How did
you feel? How do you think a caged animal
feels?

Do more

do more

.
II
Read the card about zoos. Are zoos
necessary? What makes a good zoo?
How's your Z.Q.? Visit a zoo in your
area. Rate it.
Talk to the people at the zoo. Do they
help the animals feel at home? How?
Read "Zoo Doctor." How is he different
from your doctor?
Could any of your pets feel like caged
animals? Find out how to care for your
II

pets.

What now?
Write a story about a caged animal.

30-1
1

THE ZOO

A SPECIAL PLACE

A zoo

is a very special place. There
are different kinds of zoos. Some zoos keep
only one kind of animal. Some keep many
kinds" of animals. A good zoo should do five
things:
1) Help people have fun. You can
enjoy yourself there.
2) Help people learn. A good zoo
should give you information
about animals.
3) Study the animals there.
Scientists need to know about
animal diseases. They need to
know about their foods and
behavior.
4) Help animals stay alive. Some
animals can no longer live in
the wild. They have lost their
homes to man. Other animals have
been hunted too much. Zoos help
these animals.

5) abiti2eardrialganatur
to stay. Their area should be as
much like their natural environment as possible.
Adapted from Ranger Rick's Nature Magnine, March 1971.
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30-2
1

HOW GOOD IS YOUR ZOO?

Here are some questions to help you decide if this zoo
is a good one. Give the zoo a "bad", a "fair", or a "good"
on P-Inh question. If the zoo gets fever than six "goods",
tall; Lu the people who run the zoo. :iee what they think can
be done.

RATING
1 Good 1Fair Bad

QUESTION
1. CAGES AND PENS:
Do the animals have enough room to
run around?
2. GROUNDS:
Are there signs to help you? Is the
zoo clean? Are there restrooms?
PEOPLE:
Can you find someone to answer your
questions? Are they friendly?
4
INFORMATION?
Are there signs near the cages? Do
they tell_you about the animals?
5. CLEANLINESS:
Are the cages and pens clean? Do the
animals have fresh water to drink?
6. YOUR AREA:
Does the zoo have animals from your
area?
7. HEALTH:
Do the animals look healthy?
(Remember, some animals shed in
the Spring.)
8. BABIES:
Are the animals able to have babies?
How many were born at the zoo last
year?
9. GUIDEBOOK:
Does the zoo give you a guidebook?
Does it help you understand what you
see there?
10. YOUR OPINION:
Did you enjoy the visit? Do you want
to come back again?

hO
1

Adapted from Ranger Rick's Nature Maqazine,
March 1971.

.

.

Vocabulary

1. diseases: sickness
2. behavior: the way people or animals
act (behave)
3. natural: having to do with nature
4. environment: everything all around
you (or anything else)
5. shed: lose hair
6. opinion: belief (the way you feel
about something)

nt

30 -4
ZOO DOCTOR
Would you like to:
put a pill down an elephant's
trunk?
look down a gorilla's throat?
turtle's eye?
put medicine in a
day. He is
does
this
every
Someone
called a zoo doctor. A zoo doctor
is a veterinarian. Veterinarians
take care of animals.
The zoo doctor has a big job.
must
Animals get sick each day. He
also protect the animals from
be passed
disease. Diseases can
another. They can be
animal
to
from one
passed from humans to animals.
The zoo doctor checks
each new animal. He makes
sure it is healthy. Animals
can bring germs or
Egrasites with them.
The doctor helps the
animals other ways. He
tries to see that they are
kept in natural surroundings*. He sees that they
keeps them
get the proper food. This
healthy and happy.
112

30-5
ve zoos have hospitals. The doctor

tries to correct serious problems there.
He may operate on animals. Sometimes animals
in the zoo die. The doctor tries to find
out why. He tries to Rrevent more deaths.
--Nature and Science, Vol.
No. 5 (Nov. 1968), p.25.

6,

veterinarians: animal doctors
2. *disease: sickness
3.
germs.: tiny things that cause sickness
4.
parasites: small animals that live on
other plants or animals
5.
prevent: keep from happening
1.

*repeat word
22.tqiisma.12c.Itiallalat

1. Are zoos just for fun?
2. How else can they help
you?

3. How can they help
animals?
4. Why are zoos important?
113
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do more

ake ybur own pictures of animals
grooming.
'ut on a puppet show. Show how animals
groom.
ake a list of grooming words. Match the
'ord with the animal.
atch animals in your neighborhood. How
do they groom?
4hat did you learn about their other
habits? nat foods do they eat? Where do
they !lye? How do they protect themselves?
,',ot out the grooming of one animal. Have
someone guess ,what you are.

at now?
'ame at least two animals. Show the way
they clean.t'nemselves.

i

I. 5
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7VN

Does that sound familiar?
Animals have the same problem. Sur-,
prised?
How do animals solve their
grooming problems?
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A vulture bathes in
the tree tops.
He
sunbathes. The sun
kills his-germs.
He
gets them from eating
dead meat.

.

;

1.7

1-2

Elephants take cool mud baths. They like
fhey wade into the water.
showers betterv
They suck water into their trunks. They
squirt it over their bodies.
Anybody near gets a shower too.

;.-r,W;VAsm

in

She
A tiger's tongue is very rough.
licks dirt off her (or her baby). Cats
Watch a
use their tongues the same way.
She rubs it over
She wets her paw.
cat.
her fur.

120

It bathes
A kangaroo rat takes dust baths.
The sand acts as
in the sand.
a rough cloth to clean its fur.
A jackIt shakes out the sand.
rabbit cleans its ears a lot. He
pushes them in front of him. His
He
tongue can reach'them then.
I/
He shakes
cleans his feet, too.
This
one and then the other.
\
oosens the dirt.

1

Dogs like to scratch.
ScraTcning removes
loose hair.
Dogs need Very few water
baths. Ata.ter dires a dog's skin.
it may
crack,
BealAs use their claws as coml3s.
They
comb their fur.
They clean and sharpen
their Claws op tree trunks.
Trunks are
also good for scratching posts.

122

e

The squirrel worries about his
He cleans it a lot.
bushy tail.
His bushy tail is his balancing
It is his
pole when running.
In winter,
parachute when jumping.
it is a blanket.

123
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-.011111

Bats always clean their ears.
Their ears are important.
Bats
use echoes to find their way around.
A
bat puts its "thumb" on its ear.
It
twists around to loosen dirt.
It cleans
the rest of its body, too.
It licks
with its tongue.

They are on their
Bees nave combs too,
They clean their antennae
front leqs.
They lick the rest of their
with these.
body with their tongues.
Birds comb their feathers
with their beak and claws.
This is called preening.
They rub their beak against
It gets nice
their claws.
Some birds water:and clean.
proof their feathers this way.
They use their beak to spread
oil over their feathers.

Th

1

5

31-10

Some animals, don't clean themselves at all.
Someone else does it
for them.
The moray eel opens its
mouth.
Many small fish, called wrasses,
swim in.
They eat the sea lice that are
in the eel's mouth.

31-12
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To do
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Mix clean
it in a salt
paper. Shake
it dry. Feel

32

sand with tempra powder. Put
shaker. Put glue on heavy
the colored sand over it. Let
the sand.

_________

iDo more

do more

.
.
Look at a sand grain. Use the magnifying
glass. What do you see?
Make some sand. Rub two pieces of loose
rock together. What happens? How does
nature do the same thing?
Visit a beach. What animals and plants
depend on sand?
How do beaches protect people? How do
plants help beaches?
Look around you. Find other ways sand is
u3ed.

Some beaches lose sand. Where does it go?

What now?
How important is sand n your area? Find
some way to show the importance of sand.
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To do

33
.
Want to make the summer exciting? Be a
turtle-watcher! Go to the beach. Go late at
night. Take your family. Look for turtle
tracks. Watch for turtles.

!Do nnorl)

.

(lc)

more

Read the card on sea turtles. Who are
their natural enemies?
How do baby turtles find the sea?
Draw a turtle's life cycle.
Sea turtles are protected by law. Find
out why. Who protects them in your area?
What kinds of sea turtles are found in
the U.S.?
Turtles are reptiles. What other reptiles
live in your area? Find out about reptiles.

What now?
Pretend you are a turtle. Write a letter.
Tell why you are dying out. Tell people
what can be done to save you.
130
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33-1

THE CASE OF THE DISAPPEARING TURTLES
The female sea turtle may lay 100 eggs,
Only one of these will become an adult.
What happens to the others?
in the summer, female sea turtles lay
their eggs. They come ashore late at night.
They drag their heavy bodies onto the
beach. They climb above the high tide line.
Then the work starts. Using her flippers,
she digs a pit. The digging takes about
two and one-half hours. Then she lays the
eggs. They look like ping-pong balls.
When she is finished, the turtle fills the
hole. Her flippers put the sand back. She
pats it down carefully. Then she returns
to the sea.
It takes the eggs two manths to hatch.
Some nests are destroyed. The eggs are
eaten by predators. If the eggs are left
alone, the turtles will hatch. The turtles
work together to break out of the nest.
They hurry to the water. Many do not make
it. Some are eaten by birds. Other predators
are waiting, too. Even in the water, they
are not safe. Sharks or crabs may eat the
young turtles.
132

33-2
Adult sea turtles have few enemies.

Still, they are disppearing. ay?'The
reason seems to be man. The sea turtle's
worst enemy is man. Most of the adult
turtles killed are nesting. Th,ey are killed
for their meat or shell. Man also robs the
nest for eggs.
Florida protects these gentle giants.
It is illegal to take a turtle egg. It is
also illegal to kill a turtle. Theselaws
are hard to enforce. There are many miles
of beach. There are very few men to protect
the turtles.

- -Carr, Archie, "How Turtles Find the
Sea," Nature and Science, Jan. 6, 1969.
- -Carrj'Archie, "One Hundred Turtle Eggs,"
Nature and Science,, Oec. 16, 1968.
-McQuillan, J.R.1. The Story of Sea
Turtles. Dept. of Natural Resources, State of
Florida. (Free upon request)

33-3
Vocabulary.

predators:
i

I legal

:

enforce:
PS9APIS

animals that kill others
for food
against the law
carry out (to enforce a law
means to make people obey it)
keep safe
-

*repeat word

Questions for Thought
1.

2.
3.

4.

Why do you think sea turtles lay so
many eggs?
What is the worst enemy of the sea
turtles? Why?
What has Florida done to protect the
"gentle giants"?
Has it worked? Why?
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To do

36

Take a walk. List the animals you see.
What animals could have been hiding? Why
didn't you see them?

Do more

do more
hidden

.

.

.

.

Have a
animal hunt. Your teacher
will give you a sheet. Color all the
animals. How many can you find?
Make pictures of animals in hiding. Try
to fool your friends.
Go on a toothpick hunt. Pretend you are a
bird. Pretend the toothpicks are insects.
What color insect would you rather be?
Bring a chameleon to school. Watch it
change color. How does this help it survive? What other adlEtations does it have?
What other animals have special tricks?

hat now?
Take your first walk again. Find five
animals you didn't see before.
140

Why elves wear green?

Do you know
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37

3ome scjentist9 study the past. Fossils
elp them. Fossils are traces of plants
and animals.
ome fossils are prints. Make a print.
F.At a 13af between two layers of clay.
Press. Remove the top layer and the leaf.
What do you see?

Do more

do more

.
. .
Examine coquina limestone. Can you find
any prints?
Some fossils are animal bones. Scientists
put them together. Sbientists try to decide how the animal looked. Try it. Draw
an animal from its skeleton. Your teacher
will give you a picture.
Read 'The making of a Horse.
scientists use skeletons?

If

How did

Read the card, Fossil Huntin'. Try it.
Be patient.
'1'lhat things can not be found out from
fossils?

What now?
1Nrite a story. Use fossils in it.

143

can you
guess

what I am?

144-
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THE MAKING OF A HORSE
EOHIPPUS

SO MILLION
YEAills AGO

ME,01-11PPUS

40 MILL1011

YEAS 140

MERYC H I PPUS

30 MILL104
YEAM Mcs

IQ H I PPUS

EQUUS

ao 0111.130W

10 MILLION

VIAM A60

AAR% 46.0

700A1

Time Line

Do you know what an Eohippus
(E-o-hip-us) is?
Give up?
Eohippus was a horse. You probably
wouldn't recognize it. The Eohippus was
very small.
It was less than a foot tall.
Do you think you could ride one?
Eohippus may sound like a strange
name. It is taken from two Greek words. E0
means first. HIPPUS means horse. What does
Eohippus mean?
Eohippus lived 50 million years ago.
This was long before man appeared. Scientists learned about Eohippus by studying
145

37-2
its bones. Some of the Eohippus skeletons
have turned to rock. They are fossils. By'
using fossils, scientists have put together
a history of the horse.
When Eohippus lived, the climate was
warm and rainy. The land was covered with
forests and plants. Eohippus had toes and
soft, padded feet. He also had short, soft
teeth. He was fitted for his environment.
His feet were good for walking on soft
forest soil. His teeth were good for eating
the juicy plants.
As time passed, the weather changed.
It got cooler and drier. The palm trees
died. The soil got hard. The juicy plants
died. Hard grasses began to grow. The
environment was changing. Animals that could
not live in the new environment died.
Eohippus faced other problems, too.
A fierce new animal appeared in the grass!ands. It was a saber-toothed cat. It liked
to eat horses. Eohippus feet were not good
for running. The soil was too hard. There
were no forests to hide in. His favorite
foods had disappeared. Many horses died.

i46
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Nature seemed to be on the horse's
side. Some horses were born with harder feet
and teeth. They survived. They had babies.
Some babies had even better feet and teeth.
Millions of years passed. These little
changes added up. The horse looked different. It was a different horse. Scientists
called it Mesohippus.
Mesohippus was adapted to the grassland. It was taller. It could run faster.
It had harder, longer teeth.
Each time the environment has changed,
horses have, too. They have been able to
survive. Scientists know a lot about the
horse. They have been able to write its
history. Most of their information has
come from fossils.

Adapted from "Fifty Million Years
of Horses" by John Vivian, Ranger.
Rick's Nature Manazine.
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Vocabulary.

1. fossils: animal bones that have turned
into stone
2. climate: weather
3. environment: the things which are all
around something (Our environment is the land, air,
and water where we live.)
4. fierce: mean, unfriendly
5. saber: a very sharp kind of knife
6. survived: lived

(ILItLtL2na_iLL.Etati2Jai

1. Why did Eohippus become extinct?
2. What changes made Mesohippus better
able to survive in a new environment?
3. Do you think horses will always look
the same as they do today? Why?
4. If our environment changes, what will
happen to us?
5. Does this story give you any clue as
to what might have happened to
dinosaurs?
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To do
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38
Dinosaurs lived loll ago. They were very
large reptiles. They disappeared. We learn
about dinosaurs from fossils.
Go outside. Mark off the size of a dinosaur. Your teacher will help you. Would you
like to be stepped, on by a dinosaur?

iDo more

.

do more

. .
Do we know what color a dinosaur was? Use
your imagination. Color your dinosaur.
Add an environment to the picture.
Dinosaurs have disappeared. Reptiles have
not. Find pictures of reptiles. Do any of
them look like dinosaurs?
What was the earth like when dinosaurs
lived? Has it changed? Make a laefOre/

after picture.
What happens to an animal when the
environment changes?

What now?
Write a story. Tell why you think
dinosaurs died out.
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STEGOSAURUS (45)

38-3
FOSSIL HUNTIN'

BY: FRANK WOLKING*

Looking for fossils is easy, once you
get the hang of it. In time, you'll even be
able to tell where to look in one quick
glance.
Lap_ Isiaa_an,212fsiat_4_12111ELs_

Islands are my favorite. To begin

hunting, go over the surface of the island.
You won't need to dig. Walk along. Pick up
anything colored black, brown, yellow, or
blue. If you think you've found a fossil,
show it to someone with experience. They
will make sure. Next, put on a pair of good
shoes (never go barefoot). Wade into
shallow water. Stay within five feet of the
island. Again, pick up any black or brown
rock you see. Be very careful of the
oysters. Don't step on stingrays.
Dredged Land Fill

Before going on these areas, make sure
you are not trespassing. These places are
151
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usually pretty large
find it a good idea
to bring ice water to drink. You can really
get thirsty fossil hunting!
Take a small trowel and a bucket. Start
walking. Pick up any dark rocks. Show them
to a person with experience. Watch out for
snakes. Look wherever there are a lot of
rocks. Good fossils have a way of turning
up there.
Be careful. Have fun. By all means,
good luck!
I

*The author of this article
Is a high school student in Brevard
county. He has found many fossils
In this area.

Vocabulary

1. exoerience: knowing what'you are doing
2. trespassing: walking on other pecple's
land without asking
3. trowel: small shovel
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FINE COOKIES
1 and 1/2 cups of corn flake crumbs
3 tablespoons of sugar
1/2 cup of butter
1
cup of nuts
1
cup of cocoa bits
1 and 1/3 cups of flaked coconut
1
can of condensed milk

Mix corn flake crumbs and sugar and
butter into a pan and make a crust.
Put nuts all over crust.
Put coconut all over crust.
Put milk all over crust.
Bake 25 minutes at 325°F.
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(._cl recipe .

,.

or,3arstand what a recipe is?
.7,/n. a -reci,Je a rabbit woulc: like. What
,..
.'avorite foods? How does he' like
t(1,,,.
.,,,: ::tw is he adapted to eat these foods?
.,,, :.
,

......,
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ore do
a

more

,:ake recipes for different animals. Find
out what they like first.
Have a mix and match game. Use the recipes
ycu
ade. ,'Latch the food to the animal.
axr.. a collage. Use your favorite foods.

venus -lytrap is unusual. What does it
How is it adapted to catch its food?
Tbberve iocal animals. How are they
for finding food? For eating
3raw pictures.
a cartoon of an animal. Have it
Jn of its favorite dinner.

hat now?
^ !I

e" r"

11Ovi

hc favorite foods of one animal.
It is adapted for eating these

/0/03
CARROT*
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To do

.

41

Read "Links of Life.." Think of the foods
you eat. Choose one food. Trace the energy
in the food. Go as far back as you can
(Example: milk-cow-grass-sun) This is called
a food chain. Make a poster of your food
chain.

more

.

ao more

.
Make a food chain for another food. Make
a mobile from the things in the chain.
Put the sun in the center.
Does all food energy come from the sun?
What if all the plants disappeared? Could
you survive?
How do the animals in a food chain depend
on each other? Interact with each other?
What happens when the animals in the food
chain die?
Have a puppet show about your food chain.

What now?
i/our teacher will give you some pictures.

Cut them out. Make a food chain from them.
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LINKS OF LIFE

In some way, every living thing depends

upon other living things. Nothing lives
without the help of something else. We are
like links in a chain. Some links are between parents and their young. You depend
upon your parents. They care for you. Some
links are between groups of living things,.
You and your parents depend upon firemen,
policemen, and teachers. They also need you.
Some links are between
a living thing and
what it eats. These
links form a special
chain.

is called
a food chain. A food
chain starts with the
sun. The sun supplies
energy for all living
things.
163
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-11N/WrAi /1/X:\:(j.

The plants use this energy. They
produce food. Only green plants
can do this. Try to think of
some foods you eat. Are any
plants? Some animals eat only
plants. Can you think of one?

Ali other living things
get their food energy
from plants. Animals
use_the energy to live.

rov

Other animals eat
the animals that
ate the plants.
Some may take foodlike milk or eggsfrom the animals.

The links of the chain start with the
sun and plants. In a way, it will end with
the making of a new plant. The waste from
animals fertilizes the plants. This helps
plants grow.
164
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Where did you( glass of milk
come from?
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EVALUATION FOR FOOD CHAIN

CUT OUT PARTr OF THE FOOD
CHAIN ABOVE. PASTE THEM
IN ORDER ON ANOTHER SHEET
OF PAPER
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.

t OUT in-6:r e:Firgrifieel.

Start

a

_producer. They are green plants. They use
the sun's energy. They make food.
Add a consumer. Consumers use this food
energy.
Add a decomposecl. Decomposers break down

waste materials. Then they can be used
again.

Do more

do more

.
.
Trace the energy around the wheel.
Look arouA your school. Find producers.
Find consumers. Can you find decomposers.
Make a chart. Where do you fit?
What would happen if all the producers
died?
Write a stcry a'oout decomposers. Call it

"ilent Herces."
Make a food chain. Identify producers,
consumers, and decomposers,
Make a matching game. Use pictures of
plants and animals. IdenWy producers,
deq22221117.11KIL.9.22a2Mers

liVhat now?
Take the name of a plant or animal.
is it a producer, consumer, or decomposer?
Tell the class.
167
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44

4eParts for Energy Wheel:
Cut out each
of the squares.
Paste each in the
correct place on the energy wheel.
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To do

43

.

Put two food chains together. They form
A food web.
Look at the cover of this card. Can you
find two food chains? Can you find more?
Trace the flow of energy. How are the
animals interdependent? What if all the
hawks are killed?

more do more
Take a name tag. Look at the others in the

Do

11

group. Start with a plant. What eats it?
What eats that animal? What breaks down
waste materials?
Trace the pattern of interaction. Use
string. Does itform a web?
Have a plant die. What else is affected?
Identify producers and decomposers in the
web.

Make a food web poster. Include yourself.
Are there any apdators in the web?

laiMILLP2

Take a sheet with several plants and
animals on it. Connect them in a food web.
I71
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Connect these living things to make
afood web.
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To do

. .
44
Read this play. Pfactice it. Put it on
for your class. You don't have to remember
the lines exactly. It's the idea that's
important.

Do more

.

.

do more

.
Make your own "props." (Props make the
play look real.)
Add sound effects. Tape them.
Why weren't decomposers mentioned in
this play?
Rain didn't get a very big part in this
play. Read Rain Makes Applesauce (it may
be in the library). Its part is bigger

there.

hat now?
The farmer might be also called a
final consumer. Where does his energy go?
174

SCRIPT FOR FOOD CHAIN PLAY
Hen

My, My;

44-1

Look at all the corn!

Farmer
(He puts more corn in her dish.)
Yes, Mrs. Hen. It's the best corn
could grow.
1,thought you'd like it.
I

Hen

Oh,

I

do,

I

Did you grow it

do.

all by yourself?
Farmer

es,

1

It was a lot of

did.

planting, and weeding and

work -Luc)

cutting the corn.
Hen - Well,
don't know how to thank
you.
You went to so much trouble for
me.
Your corn gives me a lot of energy.
I

You're a fine man.
Here is a little
present.
made it just for you
(reaches down and presents him with
an egg, then pats him on the shoulder
with her wing).
I

Farmer
(bending his head, blushingly)
Oh, thank you, Mrs. Hen.
This egg will
be my breakfast.
it will give me energy
to
work in my garden.
You are a lovely
hen and a wonderful bird. (He pats her
on the shoulder.)
r7

1I
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Corn-Stalk
Oh, good grief.
Man! What's
all this patting each other?
produced the energy that kept you guys
going.
Why doesn't anyone thank me?
I

Hen
What do you mean? What work did you
do? Farmer and
do the work, don't we?
1

Corn

Farmer, you planted me and for that
thank you.
Hen, you gave me a little
fertilizer and for that
thank you.
But really, I'm the one who had to dig
myself from under the ground.
I'm the
one who had to stretch taller and taller
every day whether
felt like it or not.
And I'm the one who had to hold all those
bushels of corn till they were ripe.
I'm the one who gave hen the energy to
make that eff.
It is in the corn kernal.
Honestly!
Gee Whiz!
Good Grief!
Doesn't anyone around here know I'm the
producer of ail that energy you guys
keep yakking about? All you do is sit
around and consume it.
First you
(points to hen)
then you (points to
farmer).
It's my energy you know.
-

I

I

I
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Oh, well,
di.dn't know.
You must
work very hard. .Thank you for thinking
of me and Farmer Brown.
Really, you're
both wonderful (pats Corn and Farmer).
1

Farmer
(not so sure)
Well, Corn,
have
to do a little more for you than just
plant your seed, you know.
I

Corn

Right.

But tell me, who did all the
growing? Who really made the corn? If
you think you can make a corn ear from a
seed and a little dirt, go ahead and try

it.
Farmer
Yes, it does sound as if you had
a pretty hard time.
Thanks a lot for
producing such great corn for hen and
me.
You're really a nice kid.
And you
too, Hen (pats Hen and Corn).
Corn

Well,

guess you are both pretty
hard workers, too. Nice to be working
with you (pats Hen and Farmer),
1
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.Sun Comes Out
sprinkling yellow confetti
and looking a little irritated (tinkle
sound in the background).
can see right now that no one
told you and you and you (points to each
of them) where your energy really comes
from.
Well, it really comes from me.
You might almost say
m energy (flexes
his muscles and throws out yellow confetti).
give it first to you (sprinkles
confetti on Corn).
With it, you produce
food energy to give the Hen.
(Corn
sprinkles ear of corn with confetti
stuck to it).
He
gives it to i'armer.
(Hen produces confetti-covered egg.)
And Farmer uses the energy to help
you both.
i

I

Corn

Thanks a lot, Sun, for making
Farmer and Hen think
doCt do anything.
!

Hen

Really, Sun, now Corn and Farmer
will think
just cluck all day.
1
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Farmer
Are you trying to make Corn and
Hen think a man doesn't work?
Sun

Of course not.

You all work very
hard with the energy
give to Corn.
just wanted you to understand how it all
starts.
Here have something nice
for all of you.
it will show you that
know just what you do.
(Hangs a sign
"Producer" on Corn.)
You are the only
one who really uses my energy as food.
(Hangs a sign "1st Consumer" on Hen.)
You were the very first consumer of
corn's food energy.
(Hangs a sign
"Final Consumer" on Farmer.)
You all
used my energy very well.
Thanks a lot.
I

1

1

All
Thank-You Sun
Sun)
and then:

(they all clap at

Farmer - Thank you, Hen and Corn (pats
their shoulders at same time).
Hen

Thank you Corn and Farmer (pats
their shoulders at same time).
130
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Thank you Hen and Farmer (pats
their shoulders at same time).

Corn

-

link shoulders and look smiling
on either side End up at Sun who sprinkles confetti Oh them smilinci.
They all

(Crack of thunder and sound of rain, and
flash of lightning).
Well, all of
Rain - (in an angry voice)
you forgot me, so here's a present to
make you "emember (throws blue confetti
on all of them).

FiN1S.
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Look at the picture on the cover. It is
a food pyramid.
Can yJu find the producers? Where are
they? Are there many of them? Find the consumers. 'Nhere are they? Are there many?
What happens if all the producers die?
All the mice? The hawk?

Do more

.

do more

1

.
.
Make a food pyramid. Use a pelican as the
fina: consumer. What do pelicans eat?
Trace the food back to the producer.
Some plants lre sprayed with DDT. What
happens to the consumers?
The 1Tiwk is a predator. Some farmers kill
predators. What will ilappen to the food
pyra
1? Will this help the farmer?
H.
story about some animals. Fit
them

nto a fock.1 pyramid. Give them

names. Have something happen to the
pyramid.

1A+nt rnuu?
euigu%

dwiT.

List one meat you like. Put it in a
food pyramid, Complete the pyramid. Have
1least three leve!3
13

A FOOD PYRAMID
One hawk can eat
.several mice.

Each mouse eits
lots of wild

wheat seeds.

What -aappens to the mice if the wheat dies?
What happens to the hawk then?

What happens if someone shoots the hawk?
.
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TO do
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Wolves are p; Wators (PRP-ah-terz).
Predators kill other animals for food. Read
"Wofves are Necessary." Why are they necessary? What would happen if all the wolves
were killed?

Do more . do more
Collect pictures of predators. Look
closely. What special tools does each
predator have?
Write a paragraph about each predator.
include the prey. Make a scrapbook.
Make a mix and match game. Match the
predator with the prey.
Make a food chain. Include a predator.
Why do ranchers:want predators killed?
Do you think the'' are right?
Identify 5 preda'brs in your community.
Predators help maint2in a natural balance

What now?
!

Write P letter. rell why oredators are
importar:t, SPnd it to someont3 you think

should kil.
idi

N
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WOLVES APE NECESSARY
Do you remember the story about Little
Red Riding Hood? Or the three little pigs?
Who was the villain in these stories?
Right. 't was the wolf.
Since the first stories, wOves have
been the oad guys. They were the killers.
They staked the deer and cattle. Few men
thought: wolves were good. Wolves were shot
and poisoned. They were trapped. They were
kiiled in every possible way.
Wolves once roamed all of North
America. They iived in hot and cold places.
They lived in the forests. They were even
found in prairies and mountelins. When man
came, the wolf was in
ouble. Wolves
sometimes attacked man's animals. Their
gots and sheep were easy prey. They were
easier to catch than deer or rabbits. As
far back a3 the 16001s, settlers paid
bolInties for wolves. This started in the
eastern United States. Soon, there were
Few wolves in thG east. By 1900, there were
only-200,000 wolves in the U.S. and Canada.
,

4

36
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About 30 years ago, scientists began
studying the wolf. They found wolves were
intelligent. They vere also loy_a_j_. They
worked together in packs to stalk their
prey. :iiany people thought wolves killed
for fun. Scientists found they killed only
for food. They also found wolves were important. They helped to control the numbers
of grazing an:mals. They kept the herds of
animals small. This way, the animals had
enough food. The scientists thought the
wolves should be protected. Then they would
not all be killed.
Not everyone agreed. Ranchers and
farmers didn't like the idea. They were
afraid there would be too many wolve. They
thought the wolves would wip',-) out the deer.

They might start attacking sheep and cattle.
It was hard for the scientists to
pr3ve their idea. They thoujght wolves
helped keep the balance ofrhature. Finally,
they found a perfect place. They could study
the relationship between aedator and prey.
It was an island in Lake Superior called
Isle Royale. Once, Isle Royale had had
many moose. Many of them had starved to
death. Soon only a few hundred were left.
187
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Later,

a fire destroyed most of the forest
there. There was a new growth of bushes
after the fire. There was plenty of food
for the moose. The herd began to grow again.
Scientists worried. They thought the moose
would starve themselves to death again. In
the winter, a strange thing happened. Wolf
packs crossed the ice. They raided the
moose herd. Some wolves stayed on the
permanently. Scientists were able to
this very carefully. Thy looked at
tt
...ationship between the wolf pack and
the moose herd. A healthy moose could defend itself against the wolf pack. The
wolf pack killed sick, yo 'ng or old moose.
The wolves hunted only for food. The moose
herd stayed at about 600. There was enough
food for all. The scientists expected this.
Something else surprised them. The size of
the wolf pack remained at between 20 and
30. It did not grow. There was plenty of
food for the wolves. The wolves seemed to
control their own numbers. Scientists are
not sure how they did +his.
Mese studies are important. Scientists
beleve the wolf is an important part of
138
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'nature. They hope to COW inicate this to
other people. Some people still think the
wolf is an enemy. That he must be killed.
Many people still think the wolf is the
villain. Unless their beliefs are changed,
there may not be any more wolves. That
might be a good thing for Little Red
Riding Hood. Would it be good for nature?

--"Should We Protect Predators?", aplogy: Habits
and Habitats, Book B, American Education Publications,
Middletown, Conn., 1971, pp. 42-43.
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Vocabulary

1.
2.
3.
4.

villain: the "bad guy"
stalked: hunted
Erairies: grasslands, plains
bounties: rewards

5. initiiimat: smart
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

loyal: faithful
crazing: feeding on grass and plants
(cows graze)
herd: a group of grazing animals
protect: keep safe
relationships: the way p3ople or things
get along (relate)
2redator: the hunter
prey: the animal which is hunted
permanently: "for keeps"
communicate: exchange (give back and
forth) ideas or facts
beliefs: thoughts, ideas
destroyed: wiped out

190

Questions tQr ihouqht
1. Why have many men always tried to kill
wolves?.
2. Would you want a wolf pack living in
the woods near you? Why?
3. Why did wolves almost become extinct?
4. Do ecologists think wolves are important? Why?
5. Why was Isle Royale a perfect place
to study the relationship between
predators and pre!?
6. What happened to the moose herd on
Isle Royale BEFORE there w.f.re any
wolves? Why?
7. What happened tq the moos herd AFTER
wolves came to the island? Why?
8. What happened to the wolf population
on the island?'Why?
9. Will the wolf become extinct? Explain
the reasons for your answer.
10. What can be done to prevent the wolf
from becoming extinct?
11. Is it possible to proteot the wolf
and also protect farm animals and
people? How?
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.

The owl

a hunter. Read "The Owl's
3tory." Ttat special tools does the owi
have? These are called adaptations. How do
they help him hunt?
The owl hunts at night. What adaptations
make the owl a good nighttime hunter?
is

IDo more
The owl

.

do more

0

a predator. Find out what its
prey is. Thuld a farmer like an owl?
For almost every cwl, there is a hawk.
The owl works nights. The hawk works days
They work the same teritory. What
agaLiations does the hawk have?
is

::;ake rock critters. Your teacher will
help you. 'rite a paragraph about owls.
the'Lwo together.

.

What animals are active at night? Make a
list. low many are predators?
'Some owls and hawks are endangered. Can
you helo save them? ::ow?

What now?
a paragraph about owls. Tell why
they are important.
':1:rite
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THE OWL'S STORY

History is mostly about man. That is
why it is called "his-story"! Other animals
have histories. The owl is one. The owl's
story goes back to the days of cave men.
The first bird drawing was of a snowy owl.
It was done during the Stone Age. Man
scratched it on a cave wall in France.
Man has had many ideas about owls.
Some of them were good. Many were bad. Most
of them were wrong!
Man saw the owl as a magical creature.
Some said the owl had black magic. They
believed his hoot warned of danger. It
might signal death or doom. Other people
said the owl was lucky. They believed he
had good magic. Having an owl neary'ou
might keep danger away! They were wrong
and right.
An owl's hoot does often signal
to a mouse. The owl plans to eat
danger
the mouse. Having an owl near can proteot
you. It protects baby owls. It protects
farmer's crops.
19t
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Farmers have been unkind to owls.
They claim owls eat chickens. Sometimes,
this is true. Owls prefer mice. If there
are many owls in an area, there are many
mice, too. A Great horned owl eats about
1,500 mice a year. Think what those mice
could do to the farmer! Owls deserve more
credit for their work.
Owls are alflatoll. They kill other
animals. They eat meat. Owls are nocturnal.
They hunt at night. Owls have good eyes and
e ars. They can find their prey in total

dakness.
Life is hard for baby owls. The mother
o wl warms each egg as it is layed. The baby
o wls hatch at different times. The oldest
owl is the strongest. If there is not
enough food, the weaker owls die. In bad
years, only a few owls live. Sometimes
there are many mice. Then all the babies
survive. Nature makes sure there are not
too many OWIF.
Man tries to help nature. He kills
owls. He may poison them. Other farmers
shoot them. Some peoole take the owls' land
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away. Some men kill owls for fun. Others
-think the owl will harm them.
The owl must have some magic. [ie has
survived a long time. More people need to
know his story.
--uMan and Owl," Audubon.,
November 1971.
--"Owls," Audubon Ecoloqy
Stud 1y_icimarn, New York:
National Audubon Society, 1972.

Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.

creature: an animal; a living thing
protect: keep something safe
claim: say
predators: animals which hunt other
animals for food
5. nocturnal: living or hunting at night
6. arty: the animals which are hunted by
predators
7. survive: stay alive
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gu est on s-'N-rhouh't
1. What was the first bird picture?
2. What did people once believe about
owls?
3. Was it true? Was it true the way they
meant it?
4. How do owls help farmers?
5. How has nature made the owl such a
good nighttime hunter?
6. Why are some baby owls smaller and
weaker than the others?
7. What sometimes happens which causes
some of the smaller owls to die?
8. When do they all survive?
9. Does nature have a reason for this?
Explain.
10. Who is the owl's greatest enemy?
Why?
11. Will the owl be able to survive?
Who will have to help him?
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STONE CRITTERS

Would you like a pet owl or frog?
(They wouldn't like
Don't catch one.
You will need
Make one instead.
it.)
these things:
round or oval
tempra paint,
water colors,
a small paint

stones
magic markers,
or enamel
brush

glue
An owl is about the easiest critter
to make.
Start with a round stone 4,nd

follow these steps.

Use a pencil to lightly
draw a V-shape in the
center of the forehead.
Draw large round eyes
and eyelids under the V.
Add feather marks on
the body.

193

47Paint the critter with almost
any paint and a small brush.
If you use tempra paint, add a
This
little glue to it first.
keeps the paint from rubbing
If you use magic markers
o ff.
o r water colors, add a coat of
shellac or clear lacquer later.
This keeps the paint from rubbing off and gives the stone a
n ice

finish.

Try a
Don't stop now!
40
Try a caterpillar.'wo'
lady bug.
You can even
Use small stones.
glue on wire for antennae and feet.

Now you are really on the track!
You
Try creating animals on your own.
can place them in a setting decorated
tq look like their habitat.
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at do we get from estuar es? Make
ster. Show the th ngs that come from
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a menu from a seafood restaurant.
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an estuary.
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ESTUARIES
An estuary, (S-tu-wary) is a quiet
place. It fools many people. They think
nothing is happening. It is quiet, hut a
lot is happening.
Rivers have fresh water. Oceans have
salt water. When the two meet, they form an
estuary. Estuaries are protected. Sand
dunes and islands protect them. They keep
out strong waves. This is why they look
quiet.
Estuaries are filled with !ife. The
water is shallow. This helps very small
plants grow. Small animals eat the plants.
Animals come to the estuary. Some come just
to eat. Others come to lay their eggs. They
raise their young in estuaries.
An estuary feeds many animals. Twenty
(20) times more animals feed in estuaries
than the open ocean. Look at an acre of
estuary. It can support more life than an
acre of hay!
Many types of food ()ales from estuaries. Can you guess some?
Did you guess oysters? Shrimp? Crabs?
Scallops? Fish?
205
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We eat these animals. So do birds. Many
birds live in the estuary.
As you can see, estuaries are very important. Many things can destroy estuaries.
Towns and industries dump waste in the
water. This destroys much of the life there.
Dredging Wigging mJcl from the bottom and
and sides) covers oyster beds. It upsets
the balance of the estuary. People take
undersize fish and animals from the estuary. They may also take too many fish.
This takes a link from the food chain of
the estuary.
"Estuary," Rangeick's jture to a i ne
Novehiber 1971.

Vocabulary

1. protected: kept safe
2. dredging: digging on the bottom of a
lake or river
3. undersize: too small
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THE

Estuary

Ocean

`.4

vacant lot Look for evidence
hings. Keep a record What do you
ear? What other evidence can you fin
ollect traces of animals, plants and
Record where you found them Carry
m back to class. Report to the class.
a

.

ote-.
Look in the soi 1 for 1 iving things

Do the plants and anima Is oeed each
other? What evidence can you f ind?
Is the area changing? How do you
Make a map of the I ot.
Make a food web. Use the 1 ife
vacant 1 ot
Look at the things you found. Divi de
into producers, consumers, and decomposers.
Pretend you are a mushroom.
depend on you?

.

.

.

.

lAY*.
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LIFE IN A VACANT LOT

Where can you study nature? Do you
need a forest? A green meadow?
No. You just need a vacant lot. It is
filled with life.
Look for old boards or rocks. DON'T
put your hands under anything until you
LOOK first. Here are some things you might
find.

SNAILS look like tiny shells that
move. Their relatives live in the water.
The ones you find are land snails. They
still need a lot of moisture. They travel
at night. There is less heat then. There
is also more moisture. In the daytime, they
stay in the shade. Snails slide on a carpet
of slime. Look for their trails. Don't be
afraid to pick them up. Snails won't bite.

SLUGS look something like snails.
They don't have a shell. They are slow

50-2

moving and sticky. They have to stay where
it's moist. Slugs like to eat tender green
plants. Your garden looks like Sunday
dinner to a slug!
Note: Snails and slugs spin tiny eggs.
They are covered by a white, jelly-like
coating. Look underneath damp boards and
rocks.

SOWBUGS look like small army tanks.
They hide where it's dark and moist. Look
under rocks and logs. They are scavengers
(SCAV-n-gerz). Scavengers eat dead plants
and animals. Sowbugs like decayed plants
(like dead leaves).
Sowbugs have their skeleton on the
outside. Touch them. They will curl up in
a small round ball. They are protecting
themselves.
You can make a home for sowbugs. Start
with a clean shoebox. Put your sowbugs in
the dirt. Lay leaves over the dirt.
Sprinkle a little dirt over the leaves.
(You can kill leaves by boiling them for
a minute.)
211
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Keep the box of dirt in a cool, dark
place. Keep it away from the heat and sunlight. If it starts to dry out, sprinkle
it with water.

CENTIPEDES have from 35 to 175 legs.
This means they move pretty fast. Some of
them bite.
vkiloo0)))))01)»a

MILLIPEDES have twice as many legs.
Sometimes they curl up and play dead.

,
1414filkoopyi#4704"--.4...
EARTHWORMS take in moisture through
their moist skins. They are eaten by frogs,
snakes, and birds. Earthworms "dipst"
soil. They take it in through their mouth.
They pass it through their body. Then they
leave it on the surface of the ground.
212
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The earthworm burrows through the
ground. This loosens the soil. This helps
the plant roots grow. The earthworm's
deposits add food to the soil (they are
called castings). This also helps plants
grow. Want to do more activities with
earthworms? Read the activity card on
earthworms. It will give you suggestions.
r

ANT NEST. As you search, you may
disturb an ant colony. A colony includes
worker ants. They carry eggs and pupae
(young ants) through tunnels. Some ants
are soldier ants, They may hide in the
tunnels. They protect the queen. The queen
is much larger than the other ants. Would
you like to study ants? Find the activity
card on interaction. There are directions
for building an ant house.
OTHER THINGS TO LOOK FOR. You may also
look for a chameleon. The chameleon looks
like a lizard. He lives on insects. He can

213
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absorb moisture through his skin. The
chameleon,can change colors. Then he blends
in with his environment. When he is on a
leaf, his skin turns green. When he is on
the trunk of a tree, his skin turns brown.
This helps protect him from predators.
Chameleons are also very fast. This helps
them escape their enemies.
Look for a toad. He is probably the
largest predator in the lot. Toads burrow
into the dirt. This way they escape the
daytime heat. Also look for snakes (grass
snakes or garter snakes) and butterflies.
Don't touch the snakes. Most snakes are
helpful to man. Be sure you know the
poisonous snakes in your area before you
go.

Notice the flowers and trees. See if
you can identify them. Find out why the
animals depend on plants.
Be sure to get permission before going
on private property. Also, be careful! Wear
closed shoes. Wear clothes which will protect your skin. There may be thorns, sharp
stones and insects. Protect yourself
against the bright sun.
211

Adapted from Ranger Rick's
Nature Magazine, Mar-EFTg71.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

vacant: empty
moisture: wetness
moist: wet
damp.: wet, moist
saierg_ers: animals which eat dead
animals or plants
6. digest: to change food into a substance
which the body can use
7. burrows: digs

8. skalit: what is left
9. search: look
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

disturb: bother
pupae: baby insects
absorb: soak in
blend: mix
environment: everything all around
you (or anything else)
15. predators: animals that kill other
animals for food
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Questions for Thought
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Why do land snails come out at night?
What do slugs eat?
How are sowbugs useful to us?
Why must you be careful with centipedes?
List three ways in which earthworms are
helpful to their environment.
What do worker ants do?
What other creatures might you find in
a vacant lot?
Why shouldn't you touch snakes?
What two things should you do before
you explore a vacant lot? Why?

2 16

To do

.

51

Read The House That Jack Built. What is
making everyone sick? Can this happen?
Take a survey. What pesticides are used
at your house? Have your parents help you.
List what is in the pesticide.
Read "Pesticides Are Poison." Do you use
any of these? What can you use instead?

Do more

.

do more

.
How should pesticides be applied? Stored?
Read "The Cide List." How do pesticides
travel through a food chain? Make a food
chain poster. Show how pesticides can
travel through it.
Make a garlic pesticide spray. Test it.
Set up a test area and a control area.
Spray only the test area. Keep a record
of both areas. Does the spray work?
Try some of the other natural controls.
How .well do they work? Record your
results.

What now?
Write a paragraph. Tell why pesticides
should be used with care.

1111=mwavi.mmlararillmOmma.
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THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT

This is the house
that Jack built.

This
with
that
that

is the spray
the poisoned salt,
lay in the house
Jack built.

This
that
that
with
that
that

is the rat
ate the malt,
was sprayed
salt,
lay in the house
Jack built.

This is the malt
that was sprayed with
the salt,
that lay in the house
that Jack built.

51-2
This
that
that
that
with
that
that

This
that
that
that
that
with
that

is the cat,
killed the rat,
ate the malt,
was sprayed
the salt,
lay in the house
Jack built.

:
is the dog,
helped the cat,
killed the rat,
ate the malt,
was sprayed
the salt,
lay in the house that Jack built.

o

mALT

t,

This is the cow
with the crumpled horn,
who ate some malt and
some poisoned corn,
hat tossed the dog
that helped the cat,
that killed the rat,
that ate the malt,
that was sprayed
with the salt,
that lay in the house
that Jack built.
220
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lhis is the maiden all forlorn,
that milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
who ate some malt,
and some poisoned corn,
that tossed the dog,
that helped the cat,
that killed the rat,
that ate the malt,
that was sprayed
with the salt,
that lay in the house
that Jack built.
,

This is the man all
tattered and torn,
that shared with the
maiden all forlorn,
that milked the cow
with the crumpled horn,
who ate some malt

221

and

.,ome poisoned corn

that
that
that
that
that
with
that
that

tossed the dog,
helped the cat,
killed the rat,
ate the malt,
was sprayed
the salt,
lay in the house
Jack built.

51-4

This is the farm full of poisoned salt.
That should be a sign for us all to halt
this spraying of grain with a poison aim.
That killing of pests and all the rest.
That spraying of he and the spraying of she
is really the killing of you and me.
That's all
for the house that Jack built.
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THE "CIDE" LIST

-Cide is part of a word. It's the part
that means killer of. Here are some "cide"
words:
Insecticide
Fungicide
Herbicide
Rodenticide
Pesticide

-

killer of insects
killer of moid and fungi
killer of herbs and weeds
killer of rodents
killer of pests (Includes
many of the other "cide"
words.)

*Pesticides kill pests.
They also kill other
animals. It works like
this:

A pesticide is
sprayed over a field.

w,x-

Rain washes some of
the pesticide into
the water.

is
small
ponds
Small
It

taken into
plants in
and streams.
animals eat

'the plants.

The pesticide stays
in their bodies.
Many small fish are
eaten by larger fish.
The pesticide is
passed on.

Animals eat these
larger fish. A lot
of the poison goes
into their bodies.
Sometimes they die.
Some birds lay eggs
with soft shells.
The eggs break. The
babies die. A whole
species can die.
224

PEST

NATURAL CONTPOt

Ant, cockroach

Mir eqi,JI parts ol Mot sugar and powdered borai
Sprinkle in corners and along baseboards OR Use

DriN, Drione, or Silica Gel Spray

Aphid

Same as for mealy bugs and thrips. Also plant pastor
hums ingarden. OR. Cut up- 3 pounds ol rhubarb leavel

PESTICIDES

or elder leaves. Boil 1/: hour ell quails water. Strain. I

Cool. Dissolve I or soapflakes in quart ol water.
Mir the two and spray.

ARE

Beetle, bug, caterpillar Pick pests oft and put them
tother large insects) in a can ol kerosene or oil.
Cabbage loops%

carrot fly

POISON

Cabbage worm

Olint one of these herbs benveen rows ol cabbage or
carrots: sage, rosemary, mint, leeks, hyssop.
Plant rosemary or thyme in garden. Yellow lockets are
a natural enemy. OR: Cover plants with cheesecloth to

4e0g4°°"

prevent laying of eggs by the adult moth. OR: Sprinkle
rye flour over and around plants when covered with dew.

Cenot fly
Conan bollworm,

Try some of these
natural controls:

tobacco budwonn
Flea beetle

Japanese beetle

Plant onion sets (not seeds) between rows ol carrots.
Green lacewing larvae laplad konl

or ladybug adults and larvae'.
Plant catnip here and there in border.
Plant garlic. rue, or tansy (herbs) near roses and
raspberries.

Lice, miles on house plants
Mealy bug, thrips,
mite, red spider

AllW

Spray plants with plain soapy water

Green lacewing laplid konl adults
and larvae. Ladybug adults and larvae'.

Praying manhs (collect egg sacs
in winter and place in garden).

elaMillipede,

wireworm

Punch holes in sides and bottom ef tall juice can. Bu

upright rn garden border. Fill with potato or carrot
peelings Empty can weekly.

Mole
Mosquito

Moths around lights
Onion fly
Potato bug

Slug, snail.

Repi.inted from: Ranger Rick's
Nature Magazine. Copies
available upon request from
National Wildlife Federation,
1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

rrn

4114,1214r
Sowbug.

earwig
Tomato worm

225

Plant an herb called "mole plant" fiphorbia lathyrusl
here and there in flower garden.
Dry up stagnant water lo kill larvae. Put up a
purple martin birdhouse in your yard.
Use hosted.coated yellow or red outdoor light bulbs.
Plant onion sets, not seeds

Plant horseradish, dead nettle, or tar in potato patch.
Place a cabbage leaf upside down on ground.

They will gather underneath OR: Place a wide shallow
pan ol stale beer, sunk level with the ground.
Clean out weekly

Remove any piles of decaying garden refuse or trash.

boards, kids or logs.
Plant alparagus or borage near tomatoes.

.

51-8

Try to avoid any of these chemicals. They
all have a long life. They don't dissolve
very fast. They can remain as a deadly poison
for years and yeArs.
Insecticides
DDT, aldrine, dieldrin, chlordane,
lindane, heptachlor, endrin, taxaphene and resin strips (dichtorvos).

Herbicides
2-47D, 2-4-5-1 or any comp6und containing lead, mercury or arsenic.

Fun9icides
dinitro cresol, captan and folpet.
Rodenticid,;s

antu

Adapted from Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine,
National Wildlife Federation, 1412 Sixteenth
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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To do

52

Read about the chickaree squirrel. He
likes to have his own territory.. Territory
may mean his mate, his young, or an area.
How has the squirrel's territorial behavior
aided the growth of trees?

Do more

.

do more

M

Read "A Different Language." How do
animals warn others to keep out?
Make a collage about things you consider
your territory (clothes, room, toys).
Do you ever feel you need more privacy?
How is this your need for territory?
Observe some birds in your area. Are they
territorial? How do you know?
Look around you. V:atch for signs of
territorial behavior.

What now?
Have a "alat Things Bug You the Most"
party. Try to keep it territorial. Discuss
one territorial need of your own.
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A TEPRITORIAL ANIMAL:,
He
The chickaree squirrel is busy.
He is also
is a bustling little scamp.
All
very territorial. 'He lives alone.
other squirrels are his enemies. Chickaree
squirrels spread out through a forest.
Each lives in his own territory.
It
His bad temper has a good side.
has helped keep alive the giant sequoia.
This is the largest of all living trees.
Its trunk might be as big as a whole
Its seeds grow inside a cone.
house.
It would take 1,200
They are very snall.
As the cones
of them.to fill a teaspoon.
dry out and fall, the seeds fall too.
Up
They do not often produce new trees.
to 50% of the seeds in these new green
cones can be fertile. (This means they can
sprout and grow a new tree.)
The chickaree squirrel does not like
He eats the outside part of the
the seeds.
He spills the green seeds
new green cone.
all over the ground. This helps new seedlings sprout, each year.
229
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In the spring, the chickaree squirrel
The female squirrel lets
finds a mate.
the male squirrel enter her territory for
Later, four to seven babies are
one day.
By fall, the young ones are looking
born.
for their own territory.
He is
The chickaree is very clean.
He has
still bothered by fleas and mites.
He finds a new
to move away from them.
This gives seedlings a chance to
home.
grow in a new area.
Sometimes the squirrel skips the
He eats the seeds of the
sequoia cones.
pine and fir trees. This helps the sequoia
These seeds might have become trees.
too.
They would have taken the sequoia's moisture and sunlight.

Adapted from Ranger Rick's
Nature Magazine, March f972.
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To do

53
.
Look at the front of this 'card. Who are
these animals?
These are endang_ered animals. They live
in Florida. They are disappearing. Read

about one of them. Tell why the animal
endangered. How can it be saved?

Do more

is

do more

.
J
What does the word endangered mean? Find
other animals that are endangered.
Keep a scrap book about endangered animals
Some predators are endangered. Why is this
bad?
Bald eagles nest in tall trees. When
houses are built, the trees are cut. What
happens to the eagles? What happens to the
food pyramid?
Are any animals endangered because of
pesticides? How are they affected?
How dQe the law protect endangered
animals?

What now?
Decoupage a picture of an endangered
animal. Tell why the animal is endangered.
Tell how man can help.
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FLORIDA'S ENDANGERED DOZEN

Many armals live in Florida. Some are
in danger. They may disappear. Why is this
happening?
Many people come to Florida. They
build houses. They fill in marshes. They
change the environment. Look around. What
changes can you see? Other changes are
taking place, too. They are harder to see.
How do these changes affect the
animals? They change the environment. Wild
animals become fewer. Their health is
affected. Today, many species may disappear.
They are called endangered species. There
are 12 of these in Florida.
Studying endangered species may help
them. It will also help other animals. It
helps us. We can understand how we affect
the environment. The environment affects
us. We are inter-related.
These animals can be saved. Time is
running out. Man must help.

53-2

Vocabulart
1. marshes: low, wet areas where grasses
grow

2. environment: all the things, living and
nonliving which are around
you

3. species: kinds of animals or plants
4. inter-related: how two or more things
get along together
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WOOD IBIS
Look at this picture.
Do you recognize the
wood ibis? Many people
call it a stork. This
bird is in danger. Man
is taking away its home.
The wood ibis breeds
in the Great Cypress
Swamp. It raises its
young there. The ibis
needs lots of fish. Its
young do, too. The fish
live in marshes. Much
of the maoshland is
being drained. Man uses
it for homesites.
There are a few
sanctuaries left. These
are in danger, too. The
supply of food and
water is threatened. Man is building around
the area. The ibis must fly many miles for
food. The ibis needs a large sanctuary. If
man does not help, the wood ibis may
disappear.
faiNE

9

) 11'
t..#
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Vocabulary
1. marsh: a low, watery area where grasses
grow
2. homesites: places where humes are built
3. sanctuary: a place which is safe

Question

Could the wood ibis be saved by
keeping one sanctuary in the middle
of the Great Cypress Swamp? Explain.
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INDIGO SNAKE

Most people hate snakes. They are
afraid of them. Not all snakes are dan9erous. The indigo snake is friendly. It
Is not poisonous. It rarely, bites. It is
easy to tame.
The indigo is usually 5 to 6 feet
long. It is a shiny blue-black color
(indigo). Its chin and head may be orangebrown. The indigo eats rabbits, rats, and
mice. Sometimes, it eats other snakes -including the diamondback rattlesnake.
Rattlesnakes are poisonous. They are afraid
of indigo snakes. They usually stay away
from them.
People have threatened the natural
population of indigos. They collected
them. This is no longer permitted. The
indigo is fully protected. Many are still
captured. Some are smuggled out of Florida.
They are sold as pets.
The indigo snakes face another danger.
People are taking away many of their living
areas. People must start helping indigos
survive. They must stay in their natural
environment. There may soon be no indigo
snakes to collect.
237
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Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.

rarely.: not very often
threatened: endangered
permitted: allowed
smuggle: to move something from place
to place illegally

Question

The indigo snake may be too friendly
for its own good. Explain.
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ROUND-TAILED MUSKRAT
The round-tailed muskrat can live on
land. It can also live in the water. Some
people call it the Florida water rat. It
is a shy animal. it needs the marshes to
survive. Man drains these marshes. He uses
the land for farming. He builds homes
there. This may cause the round-tailed
muskrat to disappear.
The water rat's home looks like a
small haystack. It sticks Out of the marsh.
Muskrats build their homes with twigs and
leaves. Inside, there is one room. There
are at least two doors leading into the
water. The muskrat can escape in time of
danger. Muskrats build feeding platforms.
They eat their food there. They eat roots,
stems and crayfish. These platforms also
have escape tunnels. Muskrats have many
natural enemies. These include owls, minks
and otters. Weasels, snakes and alligators
also hunt them.
Many other species depend on the
round-tailed muskrat for food. It is an
important link in the food chain of the
marshland. Man may destroy the muskrat. He
will destroy many other species as well.
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OKALOOSA DARTER
This animal is a
slender little fish.
Adults are only about
two inches long. This
fish is found mostly
in Okaloosa County,
Florida.
Little is known
about this small green
fish. It lives in sand-bottomed streams.
Mining operations will affect the habitat
of this fish. So will dredging or land
filling. Water pollution could easily
cause its disappearance.
.

Vocabu I au
1. slender: thin
2. dredging: digging up dirt from the
bottom of rivers to make
them deeper
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FLORIDA PANTHER

111141144"'""wolowsairVir.fil.

The panther once roaftd over most of
North America. Now the panther lives in
the Everglades.
Panthers are carnivorous. They hunt
deer and wild hogs. They also eat skunks,
rabbits, and racoons. They cannot live
where people do. Florida keeps adding
people. The panther is being pushed into
smaller areas.
Laws keep people from killing panthers
with a gun. They are being killed in
another way. Man is taking their home.
This kills them. Only half of the cubs
live to become adults. If man does not
0:testi:ye large areas for the panther, you
may only see this animal in the zoo.
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locahylgla
1. carnivorous: meat-eating
2. preserve: keep

Question

Using a gun is not the only way to kill
a panther. Explain.
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53-11
BROWN PELICAN

You may have seen
brown pelicans. Maybe
they were flying above
the water. Were they
diving for fish? About
20,000 pelicans live in
Florida.
The brown pelican is
in danger. The first
threat is DDT. The story,
"The House That Jack
Built," explains how DDT
reaches the pelican. The
pelican eats fish that contain DDT. The
fish will not kill an adult pelican. The
DDT makes the egg shells thinner. If the
shells get too thin, the young birds
die.

Scientists measure the thickness of
pelican eggs. The shells in Florida are
thick enough now. They have gotten thinner.
If the DDT in the environment increases,
the pelicans may die off.
There is a second danger. Mangrove
trees in many areas are being destroyed.
People destroy the mangrove trees. People
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think they are ugly. They get in the way.
People replace the trees with concrete
walls. This takes away the natural habitat
of the pelican. The slow-moving water between the mangrove trees contains food.
Many animals depend on this food.
If man keeps destroying the mangroves,
he may hurt the pelican. He may also hurt
many species of fish and sprimp. They breed
in these quiet waters.

Vocabulary

1. habitat: the place where something lives
2. breed: reproduce, bear young

Question

What might happen if man removes most
of the mangrove trees along the coast
of Florida?
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EVERGLADES KITE

There are several species
of kites. The Everglades
kite is in the greatest
danger. It has a very
limited "menu." The
Everglades kite eats only
one kind of food -- the
apple snail. These snails
live in the marshes of the
,.
Everglades. When there is
T
enough water, there are
plenty of snails. The
Everglades kites can feed
themselves. They can feed their young.
During droughts, the food supply decreases.
The birds have to search very hard for
their meals. Man has made this worse. He
has cut off the natural flow of water. He
stops the water into the Everglades. If the
Everglades dry up, the kite will die. It
will be one of the first species to go.
Everglades kites live in breeding
pairs. Each pair has its own territory.
They defend it against other birds. If man
disturbs the nests, the parent birds may
abandon them. This is leaving the young to
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die. Man may take away part of their habitat. Then there will not be enough territory
for all the kites. Some will not reproduce.
Everglades kites are also threatened
by fires. These come during dry seasons.
They are threatened by floods. These come
during heavy rains. They have natural
enemies. There are also people who break
laws. They kill these beautiful, rare birds.

Vocabulary

1.
2.
3.
4.

drought: a dry spell (no rain)
decreases: gets less
disturbs: bothers
abandon: leave
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53-15
BALD EAGLE

The bald eagle is our
national emblem. It stands
for strength and courage.
Its picture can be found
many places. Look on money,
medals, public papers, and
stamps. It is even on the
"Great Seal of the United
States."
The bald eagle is in
serious danger today. These
mighty birds reproduce well
o nly in Alaska and Florida.
They are threatened by
man's activities. The use
o f chemical pesticides, loss
of nesting trees, and shooting are three dangers.
Florida eagles usually lay two eggs.
They lay them early in winter. The eagle
e ggs may become thin-shelled. This happens
w hen DDT builds up. It takes about a month
for the eggs to hatch. At six months, the
young birds can travel north for the summer. Eagles feed mostly on fish. They are
also scavengers. They eat animals killed on
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highways. They even feed in garbage dumps.
Some people break the national laws.
They shoot or capture eagles. These thoughtless hunters kill or injure many eagles. If
this continues, the national bird may be
found only in history books.

Vocabulary

1. emblem: symbol; something which stands
for something else
2. scavenger: animal that eats dead things

Questions
1. What are the three main reasons the
bald eagle is endangered?
2. Explain how DDT affects the bald eagle
and the brown pelican. Where do they
get it? How does it get to them?
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SANDHILL CRANE

There are two kinds of sandhi('
The Greater Sandhi!!
cranes in Florida.
spends the winter in Florida. The Florida
The
Sandhill lives and breeds in Florida.
number of these animals is getting smaller.
The cranes live in wilderness areas. Man
He is destroying
is invading these areas.
He is draining
their breeding grounds.
He uses them as farmthe wet prairies.
land.

Sandhill cranes lay only two eggs.
Usually only one young bird survives.
It is very important to protect the
young birds.
Cranes choose open areas to build
They can see enemies from
their nests.
The wetlands also produce the
far away.
They eat roots, bulbs, and
birds' food.
They also eat insects, crayfish,
grains.
lizards, frogs, and snakes.
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Today, the sandhill cranes live in
Some
the marshlands of central Florida.
of these lands must be protected against
If not, the sandhill will
development.
disappear.

QUESTIONS
1.

2.

Why are wetlands so important to the
sandhill crane?
What must man do to protect this
species?
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AMERICAN CROCODILE

53-19

The crocodile
is a leftover
from the past.
It looks almost
the same as it
did 200 million
years ago.
It
was bigger then.
Crocodiles were
once found as far north as Daytona Beach.
Now they are found only in the Everglades
and the keys.
Crocodiles may seem ugly.
They look
vicious and stupid.
The crocodile is important.
He helps other creatures survive.
Crocodiles live in salt bays and estuaries.
They are bordered with mangrove trees.
The crocodile does not like fresh water.
Efforts to build the population have
not been successful.
In the early 1900's,
hunters killed them by the thousands.
They sold their hides for money.
It is
against the law to kill these animals now.
Poachers still kill many of them.
The crocodile will probably never
adjust to man.
Unless we can set aside
areas for this animal, it will disappear.
.1111"1110
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53-20
Vocabulary.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

vicious:
mean, nasty
maintains: keeps
estuaries:
bodies of water where

salt and fresh water mix
oachers: people who kill animals
who are protected by law
Adjust:
get used to
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RED-COOKADED WOODPECKER
This bird has a small red
ear patch.
Another name for
,
the patch is a cockade. This
bird is about the size of a
robin.
It has a black and
white "ladder" on its back.
This bird stays away from
man.
It looks for old pine
trees.
It builds its home
there.
The woodpecker drills
through the living wood.
Inside, there is diseased wood.
It clears away the diseased
wood.
There, it builds its
nest.
Red-cockaded woodpeckers are
friendly to each other.
They may build
as many as ten nests in one tree.
They
use the same tree each year.
When the
tree dies, they look for a new home.
This bird is in great danger in
Florida.
Most of the old pine trees
have been cut.
Each year, the lumber industry cuts many pine trees.
The wood is
used for many things.
The men plant new
trees.
As the new trees grow, they are
.
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This bird can live only in old,
cut too.
Only an old, untouched
diseased pines.
Unless we bave such
forest will do.
forests, the species will soon die off.

QUESTIONS
1.

Companies plant new trees after they
cut the old ones.
Does this help
the red-cockaded woodpecker? Why?
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PINE BARRENS TREE FROG

53.23

The pine barrens tree frog
---143gark is very small.
It is only
-two inches long.
It is very
rare in Florida.
It was discovered until 1970.
This frog
has been found in only a small
part of Okaloosa County.
Little is known about the
way this frog lives.
In New Jersey, this
forg lives in swamps and bogs,. Man does
not know what might harm this frog.
This
amphibian has been put on the endangered
list.
This is because there are so few of
.-.

.

them.

Vocabulary
1.

2.

koas:
swamps
amphibian:
an animal that lives
both on land and in the water

53-24

CONCLUSION

You have read about 12 endangered
They are protected by the law.
species.
Many other animals are in danger. They
are not protected by the law.
Many people are working to protect
These animals can survive.
these animals.
Strict laws must be
Everyone must help.
made against pollution. We must plan
carefully. Water and land must be shared
If we do not, they
w ith these animals.
How nice would the enw ill disappear.
ironment be for us then?
QUESTIONS
1.

2.

What are the main ways in which man
threatens many species of animals in
Florida?
What can be done to protect these
species?
Adapted from - "Florida's Endangered
Dozen," by David La Hart, Florida Wildlife,
Feb. 1973, pp. 15-22.
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G-1

GLOSSARY
A

abandon:
leave (53-12)
absorb:
soak in (50-5)
adaptation: something that helps
a plant or animal fit into a
changed environment (26,29,36,
46,47)
adapted:
suited for (26,29-1,40)
adiust: get used to (53-19)
amphibian:
animal that lives both
on land and in water (48,53-23)
antennae: feelers on an insect
(27-3,31-10)
ancestors:
relatives who came
before us, like grandparents
(29-1,29-5)
attract:
to pull towards (14-2,29-5)
.

behavior:

the way animals act

(30-1)
beliefs:
ideas, feelings (46-4)
blends:
mixes (50-5)
togs,:
wet, marshy areas (53-23)

bounties:
rewards (46-1)
breed:
reproduce (53-11)
burrows:
digs(verb),
or animal
homes in the ground (noun)(50-4)
canals:
small streams made by
someone (25-2)

carnivorous:

meat-eating (53-8)
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G-2
chemical: a special substance (14-1)
cinquain:
a special poem (12)
circle: a round shape (5)
laim: say (47-1)
clan:
a small group (14-2)
climate:
weather (37-2)
polont,:
group like a family,
tribe (14-1)
compost:
a mixture of materials
which is decaying (22)
compost pile: a pile of decaying
matter (23-4)
conserves:
saves (23-2)
consumer:
one who uses up something (42, 44-5)
continue:
keep on (25-5)
creature:
animal (47-1)
cycle:
circle (24,24-1,27,33,48)
damp:
a little wet (50-2)
decay:
break down (22)
decomposer:
oneS which breaks

things into smaller parts (42)
-decreases:
fts less, or smaller
(53-12)
deposit:
money left for safe

return of something (23-3)
destroyed:
wiped out (46-3)
diciest:
change food to something
the body can use (50-3)
,clisease:
sickness (27-4,30-1,30-4)
disturb:
to bother something
(27-3,53-12)
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G-3

dredging:
digging on the bottom
of a lake or river J49-2,53-161
drought:
a dry spell (53-12)
eaves:
part of roof that hangs
over (29-1,29-3)
emblem:
symbol (53-14)

en/morea:

in danger of dying

out (53-1)
enforce: make someone obey a
law (31T.2)

engineer:
someone who builds
roads, buildings, missiles
(25-2)

environment: the things around
you (1,30-1,37-2,50-5,53-1)
estuaries:a place where fresh water
meets salt water (49,49-1,53-19)
eyaporate: change from water to
water vapor; disappear (24)
experience:
knowing what you are
doing (38-3)
exo-skeleton: a "skeleton" outside an animal, like a shell (37)..

fertilizer: a substance which
makes plants grow better (23-4)
fierce: mean (37-2)
flocks:
large groups (29-1)
fossils: signs of plants or
animal that are no longer
living (37,37-2)
r)(1

G-4
tiny things that cause
sickness (27-4,30-4)
grazing:
eating grass (46-2)
germs:

habitat:
place where something
lives (53-11)
herds:
large groups of animals
(46-2)
homesites:
place where a home
is built (53-3)
humus:
dark, rich soil (26)

illegal:
against the law (33-2)
indicator:
shows something (29-4)
intelligent: smart (46-2)
interact:
to act with others (13)
interdependent:
depending on each
other (13)
inter-related:
tied together
(53-1)
L

litter:

trash left on the ground

(21)

loval:

faithful (46-2)

marshes: wet, grassy area
(53-1,53-3)
mates:
partners.(14-2)
moisture:
water (50-1)
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G-5

natural:
having to do with
nature (30-1)
natural environment: anything
in nature around you (30-1)
natural resources: things found
in nature (23-2)
nibble:
small bite (25-3)
neighborhood:
area where you
five (1)
nocturnal:
hunt'mg and living
.

at night (47-'42)

non-deposit bott(es:
bottle3 that
are thrown away (23-3)
non-renewable:
cannot be used
again (23-2)
non-returlable: cannot be brought
back (23-3)
opinion:
belief (30-2)
organic:
coming from living
things (23-4)

parasites:
small animals that
live on other animals or plants
(30-4)

Rermanentli: for keeps (46-3)
permitted:
allowed (53-5)
pesticides:
chemicals to kill
pests (51)
poachers:
people who kill animals
that are protected (53-19)
9 6 j.

G-6
pollution:

unclean or unhealthy

(29-4)

prairies:
grassy plains (46-1)
predators:
animals that kill other
animals for food (25-2,33-1,43,
46-2,47,47-1,50-5)
preserve:
save (53-8)
prevent:
stop (25-2, 30-4)
ATIK:
animal which is hunted by
others (46,46-2,47-2)
producer:
one who makes something (42)
protect:
keep safe (18-3,33-2,
46-2,49-1)
pupae:
young of insects (50-4)
rarely:
not very often (53-5)
raw materials:
basic things
used to make other things,
like coal, iron, ore, etc.
(23-2)
rectangle :

a four-sided shape (5)
to use over again (23,

recycle:
23-2)
recycling_renters: special place
that co lects things to be used
over again (23-3)
reduces:
makes less (23-3)
relationship..
way people or
animals get along (43-2)
reuse:
use again (23-1)

G-7

a very sharp kind of
saber:
knife (37-2)
a safe place (53-3)
sahctuary:
scavenger: .one who eats dead
things (29-4,43,50-2,53-14)
look for (50-4)
search:
lose, as to shed fur
shed:
(30-2)

place to stay (25-2)
shelter:
special kind of sound
signal:
or movement (14-1)
thin (53-16)
s;ender:
moved out in a hidden
smuggled:
p.ace (53-5)
kinds of animals or
specigc::
plants (53-1)
spoil:
mafre ind (27-4)
stalked: hunted (46-1)
survive: st4 alive (27-3,29-2,
36,37-3,47-2)

something that belongs
territOry:
to someone, like a special piece
of ground or a mate (14-2,52)
the way a surface feels
texture:
or looks (6)
in danger (53-5)
threatened:
walking on other
trLsitassing.:
people s land without asking
(38-3)

triangle:
a three-sidedshape (5)
trowel:
srdall shovel (38-4)
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G-8

Was:

small tree branches

undersize:

small (49-2)

V

vacant.
empty (50-1)
yege:tarian:
someone who eats
only vegetables (25)
veterinarians: animal doctors
(30-4)
vcious: mean (53-19)
the "bad guy" (46-1)
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